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ensures of our Globe ; and fnd
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•ung cures of many they hid
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PYorkrWOOd’ Esq ’of New

New York, Oct. 9, 1837.
—Sir, About the middle of Juy noticed in a newspaper the
the Matchless Sanative, for
you were agent, and which
vereign remedy for consumpthen fast wasting away withie, and as our family physianxiously endeavoring tores'Hhout success, I stepped oI asked him if he had any obng this new medicine Ha
was perfectly willing* Mrs.
ike that or any other medi-’
>se, but he thought it could:
her LUNGS were RAPIDLY"
human means could save
Irowning person will catch
sanative being recommended
s who had used it in their
>ded to give it a trial. 1 sent
ial, which she commenced
i day, giving a free indulte according to the directions..
ourse, she suffered considRST EIGHT OR TEN DAYS, but
eat and drink freely, without
nee.
ks from her first using the
a and wasted form began to
h, and she has been gaining
ntil the present moment, to
-nt of our family, physician
i now enjoying a comfortable
state of health, is able to be
attend church.
id myself are both fully ef
are all who know her reSHE OWES HER LIFE TO THE

nd as there are probably ma
ple in the United States, who
lis medicine, measures ought
id to have it more generally

^ns in this neighborhood, I
ng it for other serious com
eat benefit.
> the South with my family
nd in case 1 do, I will prothe Sanative in that quarof the physicians here are
t, I do sincerely believe it
an opening grave.
letter will serve the public
rty to publish it.
ictfully, &c.
D. F. SHERWOOD,
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mswick Advertiser.]
ir village, who was considto be in a Consumption,
ive, and is now well.
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■ be no question but this
led wonderful cures in a
t it is worthy of general at-
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id, practitioners of medk
well aware, that by our
the friendship of some of
its benevolent members,
ed by selfish
motives,
iin from an expression of
the soundness or unsoundi’s new doctrine, we aro
deem his Sanative too valIIy known ; for what ourars hear, we must believe,
at when Dr. Louis Offen
dore the German public, as.
rer of a new doctrine and
dd him in the highest conand openly pronouncing
poslor and the prince of
ing so much said about the
id for it, we were induced*
sity merely, to make trial
ipon a number of our most
we deem it our bounden
>ense of our self-interest^
ge its mighty efficacy, ia
tn ption, but other fearful
ive heretofore believed in-,
pt for the discoverer of this,
swallowed up. in our utter
inoxpected results ; and as.
e of him, we do frankly
at we believe him a phi*
honor to the profession
lich gave him birth.
of this medicine into some
tals is a sufficient guarant promises. It needed not.
reverit is used, it is itft

Etmuller, M. D.
Van Gault, M. D.
s Werner, M. D.
■ 10, 1836.
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the services and earn*
•h Hatch, a minor, un■one years, and that he
e for himself and that I
sponsible for any debts
k"jAMES HATCH.
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We learn that another party of the
! nig, from the Buffate Journal ofTaestlav al- wealth fianL- ?. .mon- UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE
. volunteers
----'- — PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
from Col. Gentry’s regiment, arrived
Boston,
arrtved in
tn tins
I his ternoon, embraces all lite news wmthy of no-5 Heheado, Frin
m
T“',"’ which reached
''a1'1“6“ Marcity
too,
in- 1 lice •—
J AMES K. REMICH.
„ - on yesterday. They
---- J .w
V, as we are in'
oicneau on Fiiday last, occasioned great
TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS...... SECOND SESSION.
Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. formed, were dismissed because they had I
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■ >
--------ciiement in that
town. Large sums in the
lost their horses and were unwilling to serve ' t 0 action bas as yet taken place, though bills of this bank, had recently been thrown
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
SENATE^
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year— as infantry soldiers, were paid off’¡^southern ! •
y exPected—strong reinforcements have into circulation amongst the laboring and
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'
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P
“
"-iots-in
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last
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four
Interest w,l| be charged on all subscriptions which money, which, after having shaved several
poorer classes of the inhabitants, who, know
The day’s session was chiefly occupied in
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year
No times, they converted into such a currency■ ;, hours two six pounders, a number of inusing
this
bank
to
be
one
of
General
Jackson
’
s
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
as they were enabled to get home again. It •! kets, cannon balls, &c. have been received
bets, with which he had promised to fur- tlie consideration of private bills.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
[,
on
the
Island.
The
sick
on
Grand
Island
has
been
promised
them,
that
they
shall
be
!
msh
the country a « better currency’’ than
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
TUESDAY, JAN- 16.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount paid for their horses in specie, but they have j who were supposed, on Sunday night last, to was supplied by the U. S. Bank, and blindly
A bill was reported by the Committee on
charged for its insertion.
already seen how faithfully these promises5| have been captured by the British scouts, re- pinning their faith on his word, regarded its
have been kept We are told that lna„„ of turned to the hospital the next morning, after bills,with perfect confidence. All the fisher 1 mance embracing the projet of the Adminremaining in the woods through the night.
them ate heartily tired of the experhtiept.
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men’s bounties, and revolutionary pensions istration, varying considerably from the sublhe excitement amongst the soldiers on &c. were paid in bills of the Commonwealth i leasmy scheme of the late extra session,
Republican.
Navy Island, on being informed of the sav Bank. T he panic iind distress amongst the l and by so much tlje more exceptionable as it
Report op the Secretary of War._ Athat scherne- Tbe bil> is of great
- easily be imagined. W.
mong the documents accompanying this pa
’ ’ n i
Man Aij
29.—The whole of the age butchery on board the steamboat Caro- i holders,, may
uh h i t
gth,.and 'M; liave «« »neans of obtaining a
informed that aa great many of them
held
per, is the report from the Chief Engineer, I11 lorida Reef, between this and Cape Florida, ■ line was tremendous. A general parade was.!, informed
m>
held
copy
of
it.
The following is however a sumliterally lined with the Indians; the i ordered, and each took an oath “never to their sole dependence for support throii<>h mary of its principal provisions:
which contains the following paragraphs in ¡fo
!
sheath
sword
or
bayonet
until
they
had
re

the winter, m bills of this bank, which, al
. wreckers see groups of them on' the shores
First—Certain rooms in the new Treasury
•relation to the public works in this State
) continually, and no less than 30 or 40 were venged the outrage”—sealing the affirmation though they may at some future time be par
fitiilding with safes and vaults, are to consti
ny kissing the naked steel.
tially redeemed, yet for present purposes tute
™ vv .rurinng of the Lovely K«zia;
Monument on Steeled ledge, Maine.—The ’
the Treasury of the United States.
Ihe militia of this^md Niagara county
your port, wrecked. on have promptly answered the caff made by they are rendered entirely valueless. Many
’Unexpended balance of the appropriation for I' ^aPt.'/V1^Wllllam}
^Cf>R<_The Mint and the Branch Mints
widows
and
orphans
and
age<l
pensioners
aft
j
Florida
Reef,
1st
ult.
and totally lost with I the authorities, about 2000 men are now unHiis monument was, at the last session of Con- i
e also to Be public depositories oi the pubAt night the coast «a
is hj
in I derarms in this city-200 stationed at Grand thus thrown into peculiarly distressin
c moneys.
giess, ieappropriated for “ placing buoys in ;' herrcargo
“n —rice.
• • ""
cumstances.
One
lady,
we
are
told,
had
re

the vicinity of the monument.”
'
> perfect illumination with their firqs—we had | Island, unde, the command of Capt. Ayres
Hurd.— Certain special depositories are to
The funds have been placed in the hands 'JUSt b®gan t0 conMratub‘te ourselves upon the ! and a cordon is arranged from Lake Erie to ceived arrears of pension money to the a- be created, viz. in Charleston, New York, and
mount
of
two
thousand
dollars,
all
in
these
■of an agent, but no report has yet been for- ! ces®atIonioi fioshhtios, and go to our beds Ontario.
Boston, and officers to be appointed therefor,
bills.—Salem Gaz.
warded.
j without dreaming of tomahawks and s’calpto be called Receivers-General, with salaries,
Night
before
last
the
royalists
threw
two
Breakwater on Stanford's Ledge, Portland IUg kniv7s’ vYil1en Jo> vve
ourselves in the congreve rockets ; one reached the Island—
&c.
The Conservatives of New York city
have i p Fourth.—In certain
harbor.—A contract for 401 yards of the in-1^.7«
I r
“'.! „‘Jr
■ _ We have
nave uui
our Js
island
>a»d i; the other fell short into the Niagara river—
cases,
collectors of pub.
- ------------puuner extremity of this breakwater was made i fortified with 10 or 12 cannon, and plenty of' three guns from the patriots stopped their had a large meeting, passed resolutions an(1
and j •« >noneys may make special deposites in
:
small
arms,
but
the
constant
watching
and
adopted
an
able
address
setting
forth
their
op

in September, 1836; about 400 feet of ibis
ss settimr
thoi....... banks, the key upon stich depositories to be
operations. On Monday, about sunset, a
were laid last fall, and the whole: is now near consequent dread render our residence very cannonading was kept up for an hour be position to the present financial policy of the retained by the depositing officer.
administration.
precarious and disagreeable. One ofthe
ly completed.
Fifth.— Many provisions are proposed, by
tween the belligerents—no individual of the
Two other contracts were made in the wreckers’ boats was not long since shot patriot army has as yet been wounded.
bond and otherwise, for the security of mon
M'eiv
Hampshire
Conservatives.
—
The
Con

through
Indians. The -■
crew i
spring for 172 yards rtuuniuiiai.
additional. There
will o
ey in the bands of those officers.
mere win
ffi^ i by ioneis of ■ the ........
probably be completed this season a distance !
Î ,Veiy fttzia were bought here
'e ]by a I From Niagara.—The western mail of last cord Statesman says : “ The last Nashua Tel . Sixth.—Exclusive specie payments, for all
of 1,700 feet, containing 20,000 cubic yards of vvteclfer’ ,'0,n the sl»ore from which theyy-es-.i. evemiig has brought nothing important from egraph contains an address to the mechan dues and debts to Government, to be requir
«¡tn»«.
J
[ caped hi a miraculous way. If Government ! the Canada Frontier.
ics and laborers of Nashua, signed by twenty ed after a certain time, say, four or six years
stone.
two gentlemen who were formerly Jackson
On account of the difficulty of measuring would only employ some of tlX wreck
The,cannonading which was heard on men, condemning the policy and measures of hence.
the mass under water, the remainder will« I who stand ready to render their assistance, Friday afternoon at Navy Island did not lead
Another feature, if we understand aright,
the present State and National administration, annuls the requisition of specie payments at
probably not be done by contract, but the ,s and who know all the Indian fastnesses, we to any result deserving of notice.
I
would
soon
have
them
driven
away.
WJiat
stone will be purchased and put in place by ‘
x he folio wing paragraphs which we copy £saiwhhffi^h° lh?’r brethfen tb,™£h the i the land offices, permitting'ffie Mtferiative° of
a shame it is, how disgraceful to humanity, fio(i) the Albany £)ajly Advertiser, ecnbra’ce acts which They lay out, to come in with paying the money into the Treasury at Washthe Government.
aid to effect a change which is so much ington, certificates of such
to „e
be re
I he agent reports that the portion of the that no less than four vessels’ crews have every thing of any interest from that quarter, their
—J payment
desired, and which should be the first object1—
—1......
'- ’ land
^nentt tow De
ceived
as
cash
at
the
offices,
breakwater already constructed has been within six mouths, been cast upon our shore5
lhe U. fe>. Marshal and his assistants, are
The Bill was made the order of the day
found efficacious in keeping off’the heavy pmong the hostile Indians, and but for thp now actively engaged in endeavors to preserve of every freeman who would check the afor Tuesday, Jan. 30.
«»ven
wrmeriy swept over the ledgledge at ' .Wle® eib’ tbe/.vv<Hlb* hav« been inhumanly the neutrality of the country. The Buffiilo buses which have so long prevailed.
swell mm
that formerly
high water, and caused much damage to the j ^lch^d'~cliat'l^lon Courier.
Commercial says :—
Specie hound.—\ tin box, very much de
shipping in the harbor.
°
.-----------WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
“ We have been informed that Mr. Garrow,
Kennebunk, Maine.—1The appro-1 • *rom Florida.—A letter from St. Augus- the U. fe. Marshal, proceeded to Schlosser this cayed, containing several hundred sovereigns,
Piers at Kennebnnk,
Mr. Webster offered the following resolu
for this
work,
retained' firn
1priation
forenoon, with the intention of cutting off all and a silk handkerchief containing Spanish tion :
WU1A, Itaailietl
I' m ’ »uceived
.m in’ Charleston,
-------. aiaicomai
tyVO that tw,
8until: i .the
i of July, 1836,_____
.ms
' .» » / I •->/» .. — .
» ¿s . states
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be re
i conse.iuence of
of ■, , ers il1,ul 30 ,nen oflbe
regt. Dragoons coimniinication between that point and Navy dollars, the whole amounting to six or seven
’..... «.-y present season, in
thousand dollars, was found by two boys on quested to obtaiu information, and lay the same before
the bite period at which it became available, had a skirmish with a party of Indians, in Island.”
the
Senate, widi as little delay as possible, respecting
has been entirely expended.
|I which six Indians were killed, and nine taken
The most important intelligence received Thursday afternoon in Pierpont’s Hill, Brook any payments of pensions, by the late pension agent of
lyn.-JVew
York
Gaz.
prisoners.
One
of
the
officers
vvasdangerThe pier-head and a considerable portion
boston, or of fishjng bounties, recently made by the
yesterday, however, is the official report of
®
collector at Boston, in bills of the Commonwealth Bank
of the pier proper are nearly completed.
j oudy wounded.
Col. McNab, of the capture and destruction
of
that city ; and the whole amount of such payments ;
I
The
steamer
Poinsett
arrived
at
Charleston
_
Mr.
Van
Burens
Sub-Treasury
Bank
with
Three hundred and sixty-five feet remain
of the Caroline, avowing that the boat was
that he farther inform the ¿Senate by what authoriLegs ¡—Another RU V.'—We learn that the and
to be constructed, of which 100 should imrne- ! on the 1st ult. from St. Augustine, havin-r on captured by his orders.
ty or direction payment of such pensions and bounties
the Indian Chiefs Micanopy, Oseola,
young
Loco
Foco,
who
has
acted
as
Deputy
diately be built, as the old pier is very weak,ffiotH-d
1
has
been
made in such bills ; and that he further inform
Head Quarters,
Post Master at Palmyra, has
as been detected in the Senate whether any, and ifany, how much, of the
and will soon he washed away. An estimate Cloud, Kmg Philip, and Coahajo, with 116
Chippewa,
d
‘
Oth
Dec.
1837.
money of the United States is in deposite at said
warriors, and 82 women and children.
purloining money from letters deposited
in I:public
for the amount will be submitted.
■
i°
.
Saturday niorniiig, 3 o’clock.
ifany of such money be therein deposited,
.
,,his
JO • bn:;k : tand,
confessed
<1 zio
----IY • O
v 'I-»—
J•>._—
i
Sir—I have the honor to report for the his office for the mail. He has ......
at v' hat II
time
orr* Itimes
such
deposites
were
tnade.
It appears, also, from the Report, that sev
guilt
and
run
his
country.
It
is
supposed
he
I
Office of the Georgian, ?
information of his Excellency the .Lieut.
The
resolution
was,
after
considerable
deen thousand, four hundred and ninety eight
has
gone
to
Lower
Canada,
either
to
join
the
'
bate"adimie
’
d
'
.,
Savannah, Jan. 12.
<
Governor, that having received positive in
, with an addition, moved ori
Royal
standard
or
get
a
situation
in
the
Post
i
</
’
■
■
-■
’
//oruZa.
—
The
steamer
Cincinnati,
Capt.
dollars and 32 cents, have been appropriated
formation-that the Pirates and Rebels at Navy
Office Department under the Crown. Mr. ginally by Mr. Niles of Connecticut, in the
towards the completion of the pier at the | Brooks, with five Indian warriors, and sev Island had purchased a steamboat called the l
arftftUn-n Wr"1 I,robaL)’y,
his walking, <• And tha! he for
eral women and children, making 29 Indians
And that he farther report in the Senate, whether
mouth of Kennebunk river, during the year I in all with a guard, commanded by Lieut. Caroline, to facilitate their intended invasion depositoi les of the peoples money, (should the• late
Bank of (fie United States has yet paid, or ac
of
this
country,
and
being
confirmed
in
my
ending on the 30th Sept, last,—derived as’ Rowland, arrived late on Wednesday night information yesterday by the boat (which he succeed in his designs) quite as trouble counted wnh the Government, the sum of me hundred
and
sixty
dollars, detained, on the pretence of
from Garey s Ferry, and proceeded early yes sailed.under British colors,) appearing at the some as he has the State Bank Deposit Sys a claim ofthousand
follows: $4,498 32 unexpended balance
damages for non-payment of the draft drawn
appropriation of 1836 and $3000 appropriated ■ terday
^¡'ans mornmg to Charleston. These In- Island, I determined upon cutting her out : tem.—Somerset Journal.
on the French Government, and also to report »vhat loss
the United Slates have sustained by depositing the
rp.
, i i
i j
I...... J VVere so,ne
siuce captured by a and having sent Captain Drew of the royal
in 1837. rThe agent had rendered accounts, [ party under Captain Bell of the dragoons/
’
I
he
number
of
marine
disasters
during
the
public revenues in banks, or by receiving the notes of
navy, he, in a most gallant manner, with a
batiks which have failed, or their bills becoine deprecia
up to the 30th Sept, last, for $3,023 37—leav
crew of volunteers (whose names I shall here year 1837, according to the New York Sail ted.”
‘
The Albany Argus says—Governor Head after mention) performed this dangerous ser or’s Magazine, was, counting only those “ And (hat the Secretary report on the first branch of
ing in his hands at that date $4,474 42.
which
resulted
in
a
total
loss
of
the
vessels,
this resolution first, and on both as soon as practicable.7'
The above named sum of $7,498 32 was arrived at Chippewa on the 2d uh. with 16 vice, which was handsomely effected.
hundred and ninety, viz :
regulars and 6 cannon. A correspondent of
After this subject was disposed of, the SenIn conse<|uence of the swift current, it was four
remitted to the agent as follows : 4th quarter i the Rochester Democrat states that he first
Ships
„ ate took up the bill providing for the mainfound to be impossible to get the vessel over
Brigs
of 1836, $1,981—1st quarter of 1837, $855— heaid of the Schlosser attack at Niagara, and to this place, audit was therefore necessary
135 tenance of our neutral obligations on the in2d do. do. $3,236-3d do. do. $1,42632.—The was greatly incensed at colonel McNab for to set her on fire. Her colors are in my pos Schooners
- 234 land frontier, which bill was amended on
Sloops
session.
12 motion of Mr. Buchanan, and was then orderagent reports the expenditures of the 4th quar having exceeded his duty.
Steamboats
I he British force at Chippewa is said to
- 15 [ ed to a third reading.
I have the honor to be, sir,
ter of 1836 and of the 1st and 2d quarters of consist
of about 4000 militia, a few regulars,
Your ob’t humble servant,
r ,
Total,
490
1837, at $836 66, and for the 3d quarter of and 3 or 400 Indians. They are said to have
A. N. McNAB, Col. commanding.
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
Most of these Vessels were American. For
also.
15
pieces
of
ordnance.
1837 at $2,187 24.
P- S.— We have two or three wounded— ty-three
The bill for compelling the observance of
of
them
were
lost
towards
the
close,
Gen. Arcularius, Commissary General of and the pirates about the same number killed. of the year 1836, but the intelligence of their our neutral obligations, was taken up and fi
In the “estimate of appropriations for
A. N. McNAB.
1838, ” submitted by the Secretary of the New York, left Albany on Saturday for the
fate was not received here until 1837. Thir nally passed.
West, to recover, if possible, rhe property be
Mr. Preston expressed his surprise that the
ty-eight
were lost in the month of January,
Treasury, at the commencement of the pres longing to the State which has been abstract
Notwithstanding the “ heavy firing” that 54 in February, 24 in March, 30 in April, 19 vote upon fixing the sub-Treasury bill fora
ent session of Congress, is—“ Pier at Kenne ed by the Canadian Patriots.
has been so often heard from Navy Island, in May, 15 in June, 42 in July, 50 in August, [ day, about a fortnight hence, was reconsider
bunk, $8000”! ! !
and the tremendous actions about to come off 32 in September, 43 in October, 43 in No ed at a late hour yesterday, in the absence of
there, none have yet occurred,—nor is Jtit 14atL vember, UUV4
[From the Buffalo Commercial Adv.]
and otz\
six HJ
in JL/UUt
December. The precise a number of Senators, and that the bill was
In the list of works projected by the Board
. postscript of the time when the remainiii
77 likely that
',,UL any will. A
I Win. Lyon McKenzie arrived in this eifV 1 all
---- ig vessels were lost made the order of the day for Tuesday next.
of Engineers (among the Documents accom last
After some debate, in which several mem
evening, and put up'at’the American Fio^ i ^0,nt?e.rcia! Advertiser, dated yesterday at —
.................
■
could
not
be
satisfactorily
ascertained. In
panying the Report of thé Secretary of War,) 1J. He came, it is said, to provide an a . jItwo
eIocMstates
tates that
fbat the
lhe editors have con- the above vessels the loss of lives ascertained bers took a part, the question was put on re
tel. He came, it is said, to provide an „.^y- tno o’clock,
.......................
u’nepd ylo Ii ve,sed with a gentlemen from the frontier, is 1295, though this is probably but a fraction considering the vote ot yesterday, and it was
but which are not yet commenced, are—
lum for his wife,
who has hitherto refused
decided in the affirmative, yeas 25, nays 2L
leave
him.
While
here,
or
on
his
way
up, who has been on the Canada side, as well as of the real loss.
Fort at the Narrows of Penobscot, 145 guns
On motion of Mr. Clay, the bill was made the
at Lewiston and elsewhere on lhe frontier.
he
was
arrested
by
the
U.
S.
Marshal,
on
the
—garrison, in peace 50, war 500.
He informs them that no attack will be made
Death in the grate 1-—Anthracite coal gener special order for Tuesday week, the day ori
charge
of
raising
an
armed
force
in
this
State,
Fort Preble, Portland harbor, 82 guns—
for the invasion ofa country with which we on Navy Island, Sir Francis Head having ates carbonic acid gas which throws all the ginally fixed—yeas 23, nays 20.
garrison, in peace 50, war 300.
come to the conclusion some two or three blood in the body up to the head, makes that
Fort on House Island, Portland harbor, 53 are at peace.—Messrs. T. T. Slierwood, R. weeks ago, that even a successful issue would respectable member of the human frame spin
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
guns—garrison, in peace 25t war 260.
Ij fe. Brown, and P, Dorsheimer, promptly of- not be worth the blood and lives it would round like a top—producing oppression of the
Mr. Webster offered a resolution, which
i fered to become his bail, which was accept
And in “ a statement showing the promi-1 ed, and he was liberated. The amount of. cost, and that the Navy Islanders must aban chest and even when it does not cause such was agreed to, calling on the Secretary of
don their position before long, in any event. palpable effects, acts slowly and fatally on War for a list of all persons and corporations
nent points along the sea frontier, which will1. the bail bond is $5000.
He observed, moreover, that Gen. Scott the vitality of the system. People ought to appointed pension agents, with copies of the
I
The
paper
goes
on
to
state,
that,
on
these
require protection, and for which no plans or ;
has notified the owners of sundry steamboats, be yeiy careful in the use of it—-the rooms in orders and regulations sent to such agents.
1
circumstances
being
known,
a
large
collec

¡projets have yet been made by the Board of tion of people assembled, and expressed their j &c. who were about to place them at the which it is used ought to be freely ventilated Mr. Davis offered a resolution, which was
¿Engineers,” the following are designated.
feelings in cheers for McKenzie, and groans [ command of Mr. Mackenzie, that such an and constantly—or sudden deaths and wasted agreed to, calling on the Secretary of the
act would work their forfeiture ; the owners constitutions will prevail more than ever this Treasury for a list of all articles subject to
F ort at the mouth of Kennebec, 150 guns— and insulting language towards those whom consequently notified Mr. Mackenzie that he winter. Of anthracite fire, more than any duties, with the rates of duty, and also of all
they supposed instrumental in procuring his
garrison, in peace 50, war 500.
must pay in advance, not only for the use but other, it may well be said, it is a good servant articles of import free of duty. The Senate
Works at Eastport, mouth of St. Croix, 50 arrest.-—Boston Pat.
the value of the boats—and Mr. Mackenzie but a bad master. With proper precautions proceeded to the consideration of private bills,
guu.s—garrison, in peace 25, war 250.
being unable to comply with this condition it may safely be used, is undoubtedly tlfb and particularly the Mead claim.
Works at Machias harbor, 50 guns—rgarri[From the Star.]
the Navy Islanders are in a quandary.
cheapest fuel to be had—but be careful in
The Senate adjourned to Monday.
json, in peace 25, war 250.
We learn from a friend who was at Schlos the use of it.—Albany Adv.
The Canada War.—Yesterday was a day
Works at Mount Desert island, 200 guns— of silence, respecting the affairs of Navy Isl ser not long since, that the majority of the
MONDAY, JAN. 22.
garrison, in peace 50, war 1000.
The person arrested on suspicion of having
and. rIhough Gen. Van Rensselaer, as was {! Navy Islanders are dressed in blue cotton
The following communication, addressed
Works at Castine, 25 guns—garrison, in expected, has refused to give tip the arms [cloth,
stolen
the
trunk
from
the
Eastern
Stage
and .exhibit a strikingly unwinterish
|
to the President of the Senate, was laid before
Pe'?'e 1°. war <25[and ordnance belonging to the Slate, at the;[ appearance. They have neither an object House, was examined on Monday and set at the Senate :
liberty,
there
being
nothing
to
warrant
his
ar D-.Un ,S “l
Gr,rSe’S l,'ay’=1 Br00<’ !’ay’
Aiulanus, we have been
been '’ for remaining,
The
- 1 fjGen. Atcularl-us,
-• nor concert of action.
---------“ Sir,—] have resigned my seat in the
at Damaiiscotta bay, and at Sheepscot bay,, ( informed
'
’ that
’
■ demand made upon gjr ! w|i°le affair has descended from the mock detention.—Boston Pat.
the
Senate of the United States.
■200 guns—garrison, in peace 100, war 1000. Francis Bond Head, for permission So taXe ! lieroic to tbe purely ridiculous. The humJohn Black.”
Works on Hog Island channel, Portland them, if they should fall into the hands of the bu& is «early over.—Philadelphia Gazelle.
Disaster.—The ship Colosseum, ofBosMr. Black was a Senator from Mississippi,
harbor.
ton, was lost on the Kentish Knock, Eng. and it is said his resignation has been long
British, has been cheerfully complied with.
-------------Works at the mouth of Saco, at the mouth
A letter from Niagara ofthe 5th, to the Al- Navy
This island,
JVkvj/ Island.
Island.—
—-This
inland, now
now the
the theatre
theatre on the 26th of Nov. last, and the captain, 10 contemplated by him. A great number of ab
ofthe Kennebunk, and at York, 30 guns— bany
men, and one passenger perished,—the mate olition petitions were presented. Mr. Grun
Argus,
states
that
an
attempt
at
media!
of
so
much
interest,
is
located
on
the
Niagara
garrison, in peace 25, war 100.
and 4 seamen only were saved.
dy’s bill tor guarding against accidents in
tion
had
been
made
by
some
of
the
respectaj
River,
about
half
a
mile
from
the
main
Cana

Works in Portsmouth harbor, New Hamp ble citizens, that Gen. Whitney had visited dian shore, and about one and a half miles
steamboats was taken up and considered.
shire, 300 guns—garrison, in peace 150, war Canada,
Mr. James Marston of Parsonsfield, in this
ofthe
and had an interview with the Gov- ,[ from Chippewa. The branch of
the river
1,500.
,C
—
• ■treatejl
- > ■hiru
■ civilly,
• •” and- expressed that
.
ernor,
who
separates Navy from Grand Island, is county, recently deceased, bequeathed to the
TUESDAY, JAN. 23.
Baptist Church in that town $1000—the in
his willingness
that
,.,.n
.> the persons on Navy
. Is]nearly half a mile broad, and it constitutes
Mr. Webster called the attention of the
terest
to
be
applied
annually
to
the
support
of
and
should
be
suffered
to
remove
unmolest•
Fire.—The stores occupied by Messrs.
the line between the United Stales and the
Senate, to-day to an infamous attack made
ed.
I Province. There are 386 acres on tbe Island. the gospel.
upon him by the Globe on Saturday last.
Thos. K. Dodge and Nath. Noyes, in Fore
The current is very rapid on each side of it.
The article referred to states that Mr. Web
Street, Portland, were destroyed by fire, to
The Yarmouth Register states that the ster’s bills had been protested by the Com
The bank of the island opposite the main
One
of
the
first
things
done
in
the
New
gether with the entire stock of goods in that York Legislature by the wbigs was to res Canadian shore is higher than the main shore, Fishermen of Cape Cod, as well as those of monwealth Bank of Boston to the amount of
Cape Ann, have been compelled to take their ten thousand dollars at a time ; and intimates
of the first named gentlemen, on the night of tore the good old custom of invoking tbe and descends towards the opposite side.
bounty money, from our specie paying gov this as a reason why Mr. Webster in his res
the 23d ult. Mr. Noyes’stock was partially ^^ess’ng of heaven at the commencement of
ernment, in checks on the Boston Banks,
damaged.—Mr. D. had an insurance of $800 1 XmdayiS!Sei‘°rr•- This custom
— had
i—« been
--There are six hundred and twenty thous^ which of course are paid only in paper, such olution of inquiry did not call for the amount
abolished
by
the
Loco
Focos.
and newspapers printed in New York week as is refused in all payments to the govern of notes protested, and the names of the
—Mr. N. of $1000.
drawers. Mr. Webster said he had no other
Kennebec Journal.
ly‘ ment.
way of meeting this extraordinary and unpoiv

y

j

a

-

-j

Z- »

.

founded charge, but. by declaring in his place
that if he now owed, or ever did owe, a dol
lar to the Commonwealth Bank of Boston,
he did not know it.
After the reception of sundry petitions and
memorials, the Senate proceeded to the con
sideration of Mr. Grundy’s bill for preventing
accidents from the explosion of steamboat
boilers ; in which the retnainder of the day
was spent.

So much as relates to the assumption of pow Welcome, Gilpatrick, Blake ot Dearborn,

required for the prosecution of the war aer to punish or prevent supposed evils by self
Maine legislature.
gainst the Seminóles ; and also for the pro
constituted bodies of men, and to the liberty of
tection of the Northern frontier.
speech, be referred to a joint select committee.
SENATE.
Mr. Cambreling stated that this bill propos
So much as relates to 4he North Eastern
TUESDAY, JAN. 23.
Boundary, to the Joint Select Committee who
ed an appropriation of only a million of dol
Sundry
petitions
for
the
repeal
of
the
License
!
have
that subject under consideration.
lars ; and that there was another bill making
an appropriation of $2,800,000, upon which Law came from the House and were referred in I! Mr. Boutelle presented the petition of R. T.
concurrence.
I Dunlap et als. directors of the Brunswick Bank,
he supposed there would be much debate.
Sundry petitions for the repeal of the Small:
He wished that the bill making the appro Bill Law came from the House and were refer- || to be authorized to issue bills of the denomina
tions of one, two and three dollars, Referred to
priation of a million should be at once con | red in concurrence.
> the committee on Banks apd Banking.
sidered ; and he therefore moved that it be I Petitions of John S. Lord et als.—of Nathan-j Mr. Lake presented the following order,
referred to the committee of the whole and j iel McFarland et als. of John C. Jordan et als. of
Ordered, That the Justices of the Supreme
that the House now resolve itself into com- i Benjamin Emmons et als. for the repeal of the ' Judicial Court be requested to give their opinion

Burleigh and Carlton ofthe House.
On State Prison—Messrs. Robinson of Lin
coln, Mildram and Slewart of the Senate—
Prescott of Farmington, Stiles, Fowler of Lu
bec, Bryant, Ewing, McMillan and Hanson
of China, ot the House.
On Rail Roads and Canals—Messrs. Ran
dall, Belcher and Prince of the Senate—Dun
lap, Atkins, Brooks of York, Adams of Union,
Hanscom of Dixmont, Atwood of Concord
and Harmon of the House.
On Roads and Bridges—Messrs« Fletcher,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Woodman and Heagan of the Senate—Bux
MONDAY, JAN 15.
! License Law, which were referred to the com-; on t|j£j b,[|owjng questions, viz : 1st, has the Leg- ton of North Yarmouth, Estes, Lewis, Rus
The States were called in order for the
islature aa constitutional
constitutional right
right to
to enact
enact laws
laws propr<>1 miltee on that subject.
.
! ! islature
Mr. Wise objected.
sell, Dodge, Nash and Smith of Norway of
presentation of memorials, which occupied
' " ' dn
’ ^ orr restraining
restraining the sale of any article
He said he had no idea of more appropri ! Mr. T. Robinson presented the petition or VV. , |,j9j
the House.
I.
Norwood
et
als.
praying
for
the
repeal
ot
all
]
aw
f
u
||
y
imported
into
the
United
States
?
2d,
lawfully
imported
into
the
United
States
?
2d,
the whole of the session.
ations being obtained from the House, for this
On Interior Walers—Messrs. Prince, Wood
| Laws making any distinction ot color in any per- : ^as t||(j ¿eorjs|atore a constitutional right to ensetAice, in this indirect rn«nnef.
i sons in this State—also of Samuel Lopous et als.
> bury and Soule of the Senate—Thompson of
a s. , }acl .Jawg pro.........
jjjbltingr or restraining any citizen of
The rules were suspended, and the House for the adoption of resolutions relative to the |I this State iu
in i>ic
the najo
sale of any manufactured arli- Topsham, Came of Buxton, Boies, Hodsdon,
Nlf» vwrv
. State ?
‘
This being the. day assigned for the consid went into committee ofthe whole, (Mr. Con 1 power of Congress over the subject zvi
ot i51aver
y |■ cigs wi...
dd<n the
Myrii’k, Danforth and Clark of the House.
eration of the Report of the Committee on ner in the chair,j and took up the bill report — also of the same et als. for a protest against j Mr. Randall said the subject was one of some
'On the Mililia—Messrs. Emery, Lake and
the admission of any State, whose constit ution little importance. lie therefore moved that the Dumont of the Senate—Sawyer, Ludwig,
Election in relation to the Mississippi election, ed l>v Mr.Cambreling.
tolerates
slavery
—
also
of
the
same
et
als.
for
a
Wise
spoke
with
great
animation
aMr.
Mr. Wise offered a resolution providing that
order bo laid on the table j which motion pre Miller, Chase, Weeks ot New Sharon, and
protest against tile annexation of Texas, and also vailed.
this appropriation.
Messrs. Prentiss and Word, the applicants, be
'Frussell ofthe House.
i
of
the
same
et
als.
to
secure
a
trial
by
jury
to
ail
Downing,
of
Florida,
replied,
and
admitted within the bar during the discussion
Mr.
On Agriculture— Messrs.’ Belcher. Smart
persons
resident
in
this
State.
SATURDAY, JAN. 27.
and be heard in support of their application. spoke at some length in support of the bill
and Woodbury of the Senate—Hohnes, Ayer
Ou motion ofMr. Steward, Ordered, that the.
Mr. Boon moved the previous question with c ousiderable spirit.
Messrs. Greene, Randall, and Ham were ap of Nevx field, Allen ol Oxford, Butler, McDan
joint select committee on Rail Roadsand Canals,
which was seconded, and the resolution was
be instructed to inquit e into the expediency of, pointed a Committee with such as the House iels, Richards and Dana ofthe House.
MAIL 'ARTICLES,
agreed to.
procuring the services of a U.S. Engineer, for . may join to consider so much of the Governor’s
On Manufactures — Messrs. Higgins, Wood
The officers ofthe House were then direct
the purpose of making a survey ot a road from , message as relates to the currency.
man and Barnard of the Senate—Goodenow,
ed to prepare seats within the bar for Messrs. ' Prom the West.—By the Western mail of some point on the Kennebec river, to the northJ Messrs. Dumont, Lake and Fletcher, with such Botlwell, Craig, Cargill, Whipple, Harmon
may join, were appointed a Com
last evening, we
Prentiss and Word.
1(lin
— ’have
7., ” accounts
t from the Ni- line of the Stale towards Quebec, and also of as the House
to consider so much of the Governor s and Lowell of the House.
Mr. Howard presented a statement drawn | agara frontier to I uesday last, The stib- making an appropriation for the contingent ex mittee
On Accounts—M.ossrs. Mildram, Prince
message as relates to .mobs and the freedom of
by Mr. Claiborne, (who was. he said, absent ijoined extracts embrace all that is mipoitant. penses of such survey.
and Fletcher ofthe Senate—Holt, Ayer, Barspeech.
On
motion
of
Mr.
Boutelle,
Ordered,
that
the
Gov.
Marcy
returned
to
Albany
on
Í
riday
af

from illness,) in reply to the statement laid
Sundry petitions for various purposes came j! ker of Exeter, Swanton, Gray, Lowell ot Mi
committee on Banks and Banking be instructed
before the House by Messrs. Word and Pren ternoon.— Boston Pal.
to inquire into the expediency of appointing a j from the House and were referred in concur not, and Mildram of the blouse.
The Patriot Army Disbanded — The Barce {special committee to examine the affairs of the rence.
tiss and urged its reception.
On Parishes—Messrs. Soule, Robinson of
Mr. Wise said the statement of the claim lona.— Night before last the soi jisant Patrioti several Banks in this Slate, and also of requiring > Sundry orders, instructing different Commit Lincoln and Jaques ofthe Senate—Gardiner,
ing members was printed ami laid on the ta Artnv on Navy island, evacuated that posi-I1 them in their semi-annual returns, to specify the tees, came from the House, and were reterred in Smiley, Jordan. Harding, Hamlin, Windham,
tion/crossing m their boats to Grand island,,i amount the Directors of each Bank are indebted concurrence.
bles voluntarily by those gentlemen.
On motion of Mr. Heagan, Ordered, that the Lewis ■ of Whilefield and Duncan of the
Mr. Gholson hoped, he said, the gentlemen surrendering their arms to the United States as principals or sureties, and what proportion of
House.
would understand, that if he and his col authorities, and disbanding their forces. The the loans or discounts are due from stockholders committee on Agriculture be instructed to in
On Claims— Messrs. Osgood, Randall and
quire into the expediency of fixing by law a
league were not so able or so much in the calinoti belonging to the State, were re as principals.
standard weight for a bushel of beets, carrots and Soule of the Senate—Underwood, Cook,
the
On
motion
of
Mr.
Heagan,
Ordered,
that
habit of paying printers as that gentleman turned in a scow to Schlosser, and on the
in other culinary roots, with leave to report by Bill Lothrop, Frost- of Bethel, Ingalls, Moulton
was, they scorned to ask any favor of that Way with all the men on board, came near committee on Agriculture be instructed to law
or other wise.
ofthe House.
going over the Falls. She had fallen far quire into the expediency of so altering the pel Petitions presented and referred—Of Win. andOnStinson
kind from the House.
Public Buildings—Messrs. Dumont,
Mr. Wise : “ if impudence and ignorance down the current, and the men had given up giving a bounty on wheat, that six cents one Ladd et als. for repeal of license law.
Randall and Whipple of the Senate—Garce
the case as hopeless, when a gale from the bushel and no more shall be paid from
can make a blackguard, there is one.”
Remonstrances presented and referred—Of lon of Lincoln, Staples, Lord of Limington,
upwards.
.
Mr. Gholson : “ None but a scoundrel could Northwest sprang u|>, and by the aid of their bushel
Stephen
Emery
el
als
—
of
Thomas
Crocker
et
The Secretary of State laid upon the tab.e the
Hancock, Grant, Steuben and Otis of the
make use of such an expression in this House. blankets, waited them on shore.
county estimates which had been received at his als. against repeal of the Small Ball Law. Adj. House.
The Speaker called the gentlemen to order.
The British Flag was yesterday morning office, and they were sent down to the House.
On Interior Fisheries—Messrs. Lake, JaMr. Howard again presented the statement hoisted on Navy Island.
MONDAY, JAN. 29.
Sundry petitions for sundry purposes came
tpies
and Heagan of the Senate—Smith of
ofMr. Claiborne, and it was received and
The Barcelona went down to Schlosser from the House, and were relerred in concur
Mr. Randall from the joint select coininillee to
Machias, Hihcks, Gray of Bowdoinham, Gar
which «as reterred the returns of votes given m at the
yesterday morning. Three armed British rence.
read.
late election, on a proposed amendment of the Con- celon, Lermoud, Masterman and Libby of the
schooners, upon the supposition that she
sliiiiiion relative to bail, agreeably to a resolve of the House.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
was there to bring up the munitions of war
last session, reported that the whole number of votes
On Military Pensions—Messrs. Stewart,
Various petitions from the House were re returned is 18,462—ot which number 9,705 are in the Ham
The following were the proceedings on ofthe disbanded army, were stationed below
and Whipple of the Senate—Hobbs,
Black
Rock
to
intercept
her,
with
orders
to
affirmative—8,757 in the negative—being 948 more in
ferred
in
concurrence.
the Mississippi election question.
Buckman, Patten of Kennebtmk-port, Hus
the affirmative than in the negative, and that the ahail
her,
and
upon
her
refusing
to
lay
to
and
Order
from
the
House
for
the
appointment
The following resolution came up in or
ton, True, Frost, Smith of Vinalhaven of the
is consequently carried.
of a joint select committee to take into con mendment
be searched, fire upon her.
Tire Report was laid on the table.
der :
House.
We
imderstaitd
that
the
proper
representa

sideration the subject ot the North Eastern
The committee on the Judiciary were instructed to
“ Resolved, That Messrs. S. S. Prentiss
On Division and Alteration of Counties—
tions
having been made to the British Corn- Boundary, and to report by Resolve or other inquire into the expediency of exempting cooking
and T. J. Word, are not members of the 25t h |
Messrs. Smart, Belcher and Osgood ofthe
stoves from attachment, with leave to report by bill or
Congress, and are not entitled to seats in this mandimi by General Scott, she came up ear wise. Passed in concurrence—and Messrs. otherwise.
Senate—Bradbury, Weeks of Clinton, Brackly this morning without molestation,to Black Osgood, Boutelle, Ham, Higgins, and Whip
House as such.”
On motion ofMr. Randall, the order submitted
vv. on Jett, McLellan of Eastport, Wilson of East
Rock
Dam,
where
she
now
lies.
We
trust
ple,
appointed
on
the
part
of
the
Senate.
Mr. Bell moved an amendment (to reverse
Saturday hy Mr. Lake, requesting the Justices <of the Machias, O’Brien and Greeley ofthe House.
that this vexatious war, so far ns the Navy
Mr. Greene introduced a bill supplementa ¡Supreme Judicial Court to give their opinion on cer
the affirmation ot this resolution.)
On the Library—Messrs. Robinson of Han
Island
men
are
concerned,
is
ended,
and
that
tain questions relating to the constitutionality of a law
ry
to
an
Act
entitled
“
An
additional
Act
reg

Mr. Prentiss, (one of the applicants,) ad
prohibiting or restraining the sale of any articles law cock and Greene of the Senate—Paine of
no
measures
will
be
taken
to
reconcéntrate
ulating
the
admission
of
Attorwies.
”
Read
dressed the House at length in support of the
fully imported into this State, and of articles mainila?- i Sanford, Dunlap of Brunswick and Smith of
once and to-morrow assigned.—[The Bill tured
amendment, and in vindication of his and his the disbanded forces.
in the Slate, was taken up.
It was opposed by Norway of the House.
The
disbauding
ofthe
forces
at
Navy
Isl

provides,
that
from
and
after
the
passage
of
colleague’s right to seats upon the floor of
Messrs. Randall and Robinson of Lincoln.
Mr. Lake
On motion ofMr. Paine of Sanford, Ordered,
and
has
furnished
an
opportunity
for
ascer

this act, it shall be the duty of the Justices of gave his reasons for introducing the order.
the House, as members of the 25th Congress.
Mr.
Robinson
of
Hancock
proposed
the
following
a- That the House hold but one session each day
De spoke with much earnestness and elo taining the number who were there assem the Supreme Judicial Court ot this State to
until othercommencing at lOo’clock, A.
quence—before he had concluded his re bled. They mustered in all 510, who were appoint the committee named and specified mendment, to he annexed as additional questions :
wise ordered.
Can the Legislature pass a law giving author
marks, on request of Mr. Patton, he gave enrolled. Besides these there were some in the Act to which ibis is supplementary, for ity1st.
Petitions presented and referred:—Of G. W.
to the Supreme Judicial Court to dissolve the mat
thing like 150 supernumeraries.
the examination of applicants for admission
way to a motion of adjournment.
contract on application of either party, upon Cushman el als. and of Joseph B Whitney et
Gen. Van Rensselaer, of the late Patriot Ar to practice law, in the month of April annu rimonial
proof of lite habitual intemperance of the other party, als. in behalf of nine Companies of Militia, both
my, Navy Island, was arrested last night by ally, instead of the time provided in said acl without violating the letter or spirit of the constitution t praying for an alteration of the Militia Law—of
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
2d. Can the Legislature, in accordance with the Job Emery to be set off from South Berwick to
oiie of the U. States Deputy Marshals, and to which this is supplementary.]
Reports from committees occupied a con liberated on giving bail for his appearance at
cases where crimes shall have been Eliot—of Norridgewock Female Academy for
Mr. Ham presented the petition of Ivory constitution,byinpersons
under the influence of intoxica
siderable part of the morning hour.
the next session ot the United States Circuit Bragdon etals. for the repeal of the license committed
ting liquors, pass a law punishing the person who fur- ! aid—of Freedom Academy for aid, ol John Sears
At one o’clock, Mr. Prentiss proceeded in Court.
law—referred to the committee on that sub nishedsuch offenders with intoxicating liquors, as ac-j for aid for F. Academy—of W. M. Jordan for
his argument in behalf of the claims of him
do.,—of inhabitants of Baldwin for an amend
The bail taken was Mr. Van R.’s. own re- ject.
cessory befoie the fact ?
ment of the Constitution in relation to Judicial
and his colleague.
The amendment ofMr. R. was adopted.
cognizance in the sum of $3000, with Dr.
On motion of Mr. Smart,
The question was then taken on the passage of the , officers—of inhabitants of Trenton for the same
E. Johnson, George P. Barker, and H. K.
Ordered,
That
the
Joint
Standing
Com

as amended and refused a passage.
—of Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth for same—of
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
Smith, Esqrs. in the additional sum of $1000 mittee on Agriculture, be directed to inquire order
The committee on Banks and Banking were di Charles Richardson et als. in relation to the seal
The bill from the Senate, for the further !! each.— Bufalo Com. Adv.
rected to inquire into the expediency of reporting a bill ing of weights and measures—of Union Temper
into
the
expediency
of
so
altering
the
law
ex

preservation of the neutral relations of the
empting from attachment certain articles of prohibiting the banks in this State from declaring any ance Society, of I Harrington etals of W. Was
United States, was read and referred to the
during thè continuance of thé present suspen
[Correspondence of the Albany Argus.]
poor debtors, as to allow every person (who dividends
son et als of Stephen Jenkins et als. all praying
sion of specie payments.
Committee on Foreign Relations.
for an alteration in the License Law—of James
B
uffalo, January 16.
is
a
farmer)
to
keep
a
yoke
of
oxen
or
a
draft
Mr.
Heagan,
from
the
committee
on
Division
of
Mr. Cambreleng reported a bill to repeal
horse,
and
other
utensils
necessary
in
the
d’owns, to whom was reterred thè petition of Joseph Emerson et als. for the repeal of the small bill
Dear
Sir
—
The
encampment
on
Navy
Isl

the proviso to the 10th and 12th sections of
Emery et als. to be set ofl'fiom Sonin Berwick and an law—of inhabitants of Salem for a new County—•
the Tariff act of 1832. The House resumed and, as I told vou, broke up the night before prosecution of agriculture, and the same to nexed to Eliot, reported that order of notice be served of Maine Bank, Portland, for leave to diminish
be
exempt
from
attachment.
the consideration of the question of the Mis last. The arms, artillery, &c. belonging to
upon the Town Ç’Ierks of the towns of .South Berwick their Capita! stock—of City Bank, Portland, for
and Ehot. and the same to be published.
this -State
have
been returned. The militia
leave to issue small bills.
sissippi election.
---- --- -----THURSDAY, JAN 25.
The same committee were instructed to inquire into
Mr. Prentiss concluded his powerful and ; force was concentrated at the crossing irotn
A petition was presented from Phineas Hig
After the Senate was called to order and the Journal the expediency--1st, of so altering the law as to make gins et a|s. for the Legislature to remonstrate
interesting argument in support of the right! Grand Island to the main land on our shote, read, Mr. Randal) rose and announced io the board, the specie in the vaults of the several incorporated
of himself and Mr. Word to seats in the ’ at which point the Marshal, under the direc- in a teeiing and pertinent manner, the death of his col Banks in this State the basis of their circulation, and against the admission into the Union of new
<>n and after the------- day of--------- to allow them to is- | states which tolerate slavery within their limits.
House. Mr. Word declined occupying the i tion of the District Attorney, arrested the league.
time ot the House by any further argument. chief of the Patriot force, Van Rensselaer. After the religious services, Mr. E. Robinson rose sue a given number of dollars in bills for every metal Laid on the table.
dollar in their vaults and no more ; and to require
Mr. Gholson, though still indisposed, made a I He was taken to Buffalo, and instantly bail- and asked leave to read and lay on the table the fol lic
TUESDAY, JAN. 23.
them to redeem their bills with specie at their own
few remarks in defence of his own claim. | ed, and left here again at 12 o’clock to join lowing' resolution.
counters
only.
2d, of increasing the number of.
Resoliied, That the members ofthe Senate, as a
On motion of Mr. Hubbard, Ordered, That
Mr. Claiborne was absent frotff indisposition. his command, which report says was then mark
Bank
commissioners,
and
requiring
more
frequent
ex

of respect fpr the memory and virtues of the <leGovernor be requested to lay before the
Mr. Foster of N. York, began a speech in re | straggling through the country, on their way ceased. will wear crape on the left arm the remainder amination mio the doings of die several Banks than is 1 the
now' made, 3d, of making the circulation of each of! House, the report of the Commissioners, appointply to the argument of Mr. Prentiss, but be i to a point up the Lake, where it is said trans- of the session—which was unanimously adopted.
the several Banks the basis of the tax required to be j!. ed under the resolve respecting the Territory
fore he had finished, he gave way to a motion : portation is in readiness to embark them for
paid to the State, instead of the amount of its capital North and East of the river St. Johns and St.
to adiourn, and the debate was to be resum the Canada shore, in the direction of Detroit,
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
stock.
Francis, passed March 3d, 1832.
about 750 strong. Lieut. Col. Hughes is in
ed on Saturday.
On motion of Mr. Dunlap, Ordered, That the
Mr. Heagan, from the committee on the di
command at Chippewa—McNab retired.
vision of towns, to whom was referred the peti
committee
on Banks and Banking, be instructed
TUESDAY, JAN. 30.
SATURDAY, JAN.

20.

tion of certain persons to be set off from Scar

Sundry petitions came from the House, and were re

to inquire into the

expediency of appointing a

borough and annexed to Saco, reported that the ferred in concurrence.
special committee, whose duty it shall be to in
Among the reports presented was one
From the West.—By the Albany mail of last
have leave to withdraw their peti
Various orders of the House were passed in concur quire into the condition of the several incorpo
from the Committee ot Foreign Affairs, pro i evening, we have advices from the Niagara petitioners
rated Banks in this State.
tion ; which was accepted.
rence.
posing to give satisfaction
y
oi'^i'ani8 i ironuey
io Wednesday
vveunesuwj afternoon. The NaMr. Randall asked leave to lay on the table a Re
On motion of Mr. Lowell of Minot, Ordered,
frontier to
Bill supplementary to an Act entitled “ an ad
for F rencn spoliations prior to July 31st, loUL j
islanders had mostly taken their depar- ditional Act regulating the admission of attor- solve repealing the Resolve authorizing the payment of i That the Committee on Agriculture, be directed
members
of
the
Legislature
in
gold
and
silver,
which
This report involves an appropriation of sev- { lure, probably
|)robably for the upper part ofthe Lake, nie.s,” was read a third time and passed to be en
to inquire into the expediency of so altering the
resolve was read once and to-morrow assigned.
law allowing a bounty on wheat, as that ten
en millions ofdollars. On motion of Mr-J in ste:imbOats—it was rumored for Amherts- grossed.
The order laid on the table some days since, to se
Howard, of Maryland, two thousand cop'es >
,
—
• .1the
bushels shall be the minimum, on which a boun
On motion ofMr, Boutelle,
They
passed....
quietly through
cure a speedy trial by jury to fugitive slaves, &c. was
Ordered, That so much of the Governor’s Ad called up, and referred to the committee on the Judi ty shall be paid, and that two dollars be allow
were ordered to be printed. On motion ot Mr. 'streets
j f,
of Buffalo. We are left to infer that
ed for the first ten bushels and four cents for
Cushing, the report was read in lull, LlPon t(iey are stj|| under the command of Van dress to both branches of the Legislature, as re ciary.
lates
to the currency, be referred to a joint se
The Secretary of State laid on the table a message each additional bushel.
the ground of its importance, and after be- Re^seJ.wr and Mackenzie, and that they
The House concurred in the order from the
from the Governor, accompanied by the Lend Agent’s
lect committee.
ing read was referred to the Committee of are on their way to join the
.
.
volunteers
of So much thereof as relates to the Banks of Report, which was laid on the table, and one thousand Senate, relative to the indigent blind, and joined
UIUI1.
IA
the Whole on the State of the Union.
Messrs. Fox, Came of Alfred, Sheldon, Goodethis State, to the committee on Banks and Bank copies ordered to be printed.
¡¡deration
of ^e_[It
roitis* said that all but about 20 deci
The FRmse resumed the consi..«
.... .........
Petitions presented and referred—Of G. Merrill et now, M’Lellan of Fastport, M'Crillis of Belfast,
ded to continue in the service of their lead ing,
the Mississippi election. Mr. Foster contin ers. The steamboat Barcelona, which had
als
for
repeal
of
License
Law
—
of
Bangor
Manufac

and Coburn of Bloomfield. [The Committee on
So much as relates to the issuing, passing, or
ued his speech in reply to Mr. Prentiss, at been in the service of the Navy Islanders, receiving bills of a less denomination than five turing Company for a charier—of E. French et als. the part of the Senate consists of Messrs, Greene,
for an alteration of the charter of the Bangor Manufac
great length, and when he sat down, on mo avoided the attack of the British schooners, dollars', to the committee who have that subject turing Co.
Randall and Smart.]
tion of Mr. DeGraflf, the House adjourned.
On motion of Mr. Delesdernier, Ordered, That
by keeping within the American waters, and under consideration.
So much as relates to the Timber Lands, and
the Secretary of State be directed to lay before
under the protection of Gen. Scott, and the Settling
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
this House such information as may have been
Lands, to the Committee on State
MONDAY, JAN. 22.
U. States Revenue Cutter.
MONDAY'. JAN. 22.
received at the Department of State, relating to
Lands.
Boston Daily Adv.
On motion of Mr. Everett, the memorial of
So much as relates to the Militia system, to the
The Joint Standing Committees on the the second arrest and imprisonment of E. S,
the Cherokee delegation, remonstrating acommittee on the Militia and Military affairs.
part of the Senate came down from that body Greely in the Province of New Brunswick.
gainst the New Echota treaty of ggcetnber
So much as relates to the remains ofthe late and the House joined on its part. The Com
On motion of Mr. Goodenow, Ordered, That
From
Buffalo
and
the
Frontier.
—
The
Alba

1835, as fraudulent, was taken Up/ Mr, E.
Governor Lincoln, to the committee on Public mittees are as follows :
the Messenger be directed to procure for the use
ny
Argus
states,
that
verbal
intelligence
bad
moved to refer the memorial to the Commit
Buildings.
of the members of the House, one hundred cop
Joint Standing Committees,
So much as relates to accidents from steam
ies of the Constitution of this State and the Uni
tee on Indian Affairs, to report the facts of' reached that place from Buffalo as late as
On
the
Judiciary
—
M
essrs.
Boutelle,
Osgood
Saturday
Evening,
that
the
Steamboat
United
ted States.
power, to the committee on Rail Roads and Ca
the case. A motion to lay it on tfie table was
and
Higgins
of
the
Senate
—
Cod
man,
Parris,
On motion of Mr. Frost of Bethel, Ordered,
negatived, yeas 93, nays 94. Mr. Hayes mov States was about to leave that port for De nals.
Vose,
Hamlin
of
Hampden,
Tenney,
Paine
So much as relates to the Agricultural interThat a committee be raised, consisting of one
ed an indefinite postponement. Mr. Everett troit, with more or less of the Navy Island
of Sanford, and Patten of Bath, of the House. from each county, with such as the Senate may
to the committee on Agriculture.
proceeded to remark on the merits of the force, and probably their arms and camp i ests,
So much as relates to the distribution of the
On Literature and Literary Institutions.— join, to inquire into the expediency of passing a
memorial, but was interrupted by a call tor equipage—but that Gen. Scott had given no Surplus
Revenue, to the committee who have Messrs. Ham, Robinson of Hancock and Du law authorizing the legal voters of the several
the orders of the day. The Mississippi -elec tice, that he should fire on the boat if the enter that subject under consideration.
mont of the Senate—Paine of Hallowell, Hub counties, to elect their County Commissioners,
tion was then taken up, and some progress prises were started.
So much as relates to the Geological Survey bard, Gardner, Towle, Rawson, Hight and with leave to report by bill or otherwise.
Sent,
Brig. Gen. John E. Wool, U. S. A. arrived
was made in the unfinished speech of Mr.
of the State, to the committee on Agriculture.
up for concurrence.
Toby of the House.
in Albany on Sunday, from the Western
Foster, after which the House adjourned.
So.much as relates to the Insane Hospital, to
On motion of Mr. Fox, Ordered, That the
On Banks and Banking—Messrs. Greene, coihmittee on the Judiciary, be instructed to in-s
frontier, under orders to assume command in the committee on Public Buildings.
Vermont, and he left town immediately for
So much as relates to the Treasury, to the Robinson of Lincoln, and Prince of the Sen quire if any further legislation is necessary res-,
TUESDAV, JAN. 23.
St. Albans.
committee to whom the Treasurer’s Report was ate—Lyman, Hewett, Hersey, Norton, Gross, peeling the taxation of real estate owned by cor-s
Stevens and Coburn of the House.
A postscript to the Hamilton (U. C.) Ex referred.
After the reading of the Journal, the rules
porations which, by the act of such corpora
On Incorporation of Towns—Messrs. Wood tions, is declared to be personal estate, with
were suspended, in order that reports might press, confirms the report relative to the tak So much as relates to Education, to the com
ing of a schooner near Malden. A gentle mittee on Literature and Literary Institutions.
bury, Smart and Fletcher of the Senate—Ta leave to report by bill or otherwise.
be received from committees.
So much as relates to Temperance, to the com ber, Barker, Peney, Marble, Brown, Gray and
Mr. Cambreleng from the committee of man who came direct from Detroit also brings
Petitions presented and referred—Of inhabi
mittee who have that subject under considera Arnes of the House.
tants of Newport, for an amendment of the Co,!)-:
ways hnd means, reportêd a bill making a- the same news.
On Division of Towns—Messrs. Heagan, stitution relative to judicial offices—Selectmen of”
partial appropriation for the suppression of The cannon of the State of New York have tion.
So much as relates to State Roads, to the
been again stolen. An order supposed to be
; Emery and Jaques of the Senate-Lord of I Eddington, for the same—Selectmen of Bright
Indian hostilities for the present year.
committee on State Lands.
' Kennebunk, Hathorne, Norris, Thorndike, on, for same—Selectmen of Temote, for same—
A communication was presented also from genuine, from Gen. Scott, was presented to
So much as relates to Private Attachments of , Robbins, Taylor and Warren of the House.
of P. P. Furbur et als. for an alteration of the law
the Secretary of War, in relation to the sub Col. Ranson, who gave up the cannon, but real
—so much as relates to the codification I
to private attachments—of Daniel Per
On State Lands—Messrs. Barnard, Wood relating
ject, and representing the necessity of an im upon investigation it appears that the order of theestate
criminal code--so much as relates to provid- !|
for repeal of the small bill law—of Joshua
was a forgery ami that some person or per ; ing by law for a trial by Jury in the case of fugitive man and Emery of the Senate—Norton, i kins,
mediate appropriation.
Hubbard et als to be incorporated into a road
A report was also presented from the act sons adopted this course, in order to recover slaves claimed by their masters—so much as re-I;. Webster, Delesdernier, Smith of Cumberland, I company.
ing Quartermaster General, declaring that these guns from the protection of the State, lates to the judiciary system—so much as relates Houdlette, Atwood and Cole of the House.
M r. Codman introduced an order that a select
the administration of this service was embar to which they had been surrendered only so t0 poor debtors —be severally referred to the ' On State Roads—Messrs. Woodman, Stew- committee of three be appointed to examine the
long
as
suited
their
purposes.
!
return
made to the Treasurer of State of tlj^
purposes,
committee
on
the
Judiciary.
;
art
and
Spule
ot
the
Senate
—
Soule^
Newhall
rassed for want of funds, and that money was

1

of Hollis un»

«i«1'
für frost of Bell'e
í’S«'“ü”Í be r«issd
”
<riiataconin11 i, as the Senate may
*113., .„ah such as
liuhinof th1
sSjSSÂïi;'
citv and loW" 10 l*’e
concurran00’
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lUol lllB1

The House concuii

nt Mr- H.unlin ol
On motion o *
concurrenct
|*.’»"'Sr;«ul«ling Ihf ^!»

he last seston »e?
Jll(|1(.iar
P,;’t?,he|e0The House tionconc
the cotiuniuee on L

‘■■'Vallle'gh| f‘L small bill la^-(
JhSitnnts of No
|pin|isl'i"g ,-p|.ien!jship, all pnt'

I;»1"1!"" “filwroNsli1"1'"" rch
Kiiicial loiHU®

|_ ftf Jessfl

lul-oi Jiis. j'1« |jenr„ Goddanl
gpbens et a

_0‘f John Chu

rrVV’iX" "'or“'-I v'kBank for alteration of iG
L!W White el»l. for "l,era"0'’

I Qtpntieu Emery et al. fbt U‘e pa.

I
«iWhiimanforan«»/"1''
| fc Peine of H»11»""11 hW" . '

teeon contested elections, iep«1 1
O haniel Hanscom is enti led to a ■
I Rouse from Dixmont district.
7"2-fM^-elonof
lOnlered, lb« » J»'"1 se!0.' ‘

.

I ,.¡»1 io receive and consider the

I bounty on wheat.
Mr Tennv ofNorridgewock, p
petition of Wm. Vance, for <hvm
his motion, a committee, coiiMsb
Tenney, Hamhii of Hampdeii,
.¡non, Craig, Kimball, Vose, la
1 lord, and Parris, was raised to tali
: ieciof the petition into consider?
Senate concurred, and joined M
p Belcher, Woodman, Dumont, an

THVRSin
On motion of Mr. Kimball, Or.le

|

I (Jomfflitteeon Agriculture be directed
the expediency ofallowing a bounty on
' ijbtblilhi lb be the mummiin qnaniitv
ly shall be paid, and allowing two cent
! 'tioitalbushel.
On motion of same, Ordered. I hat t
| milieu consider the. exped iency ofregu
I of the Kuta Baga by weight, and allo"
b |uthe bushel.
I Jlr. Paine of Hallowell from the cot
B tested elections, made a report favoral
I of John B. Swanton to a seat in the

was read and accepted.
I
Ou motion of Mr. Hight, Ordered,
| miltee on Agriculture be directed to c<
i? port on (lie expediency of allowing a I
and tye, allowing ot e dollar for the fit s
els and3 cents for each tldditional busl
I ing one hundred.
Mr. Lyman, from the committee or
law, Reported, That the bill for repe
ought to pass. The bill having had t
9 itigs was, on motion of Mr. Hamlin o
I on the table and 309 copies of the sa

; ' to be printed.
A message was received from the H
1 the House, that since the last adjourn
I members, the Hon. Lucius arnari
Lincoln County, had been suddenly it
and that in consequence of this sol
h board had adjourned until half past le
B row morning.
On motion of Mr. Hamlin of Hain]
■ ■ then adjourned.

B

FRl

Petitions presented and referr
Barnes et als. relative to public?
of common schools—of in habitat
| Selectmen of Thorndike—of SeL
I boro’—of Selectmen of Berlin,
men of Freedom, all praying to
of the constitution relative to
| Bedington et als. to be incorp >r
I nebec Flour Company—ofJamet
be incorporated as the Maine
| (Company—of John Hastings et t
I pptaled as the Augusta Manufai
ny—of Wilton Temperance S
D.Dane—ofSalvaA.Freennneretals,—of Alary H. Warren e
Fork et als.—of G , W, Rogers e
King et als.—of Julia H. Appb
| Simeon Berkins et als.—of Davi
als., all praying for repeal or alte
law—of Samuel Ailey et als. tha
ped in bundles shall be branded
Haute—of Luvi Patch et als, thi
I quired by law to pay their notes
hours—of Nehetniah Leavitt el a
‘y*
I i Remonstrance of John B. Ba
| gainst petition of J. Holmes fo
g «1 Daniel Dennett et als. against
sented and referred,
, On motion of Mr. Smiley of S
Ordered, That the committee
Vinquire into the expediency
I law that members of the Legi
| cetve pay for bul 59 days
d
sion,
Several petitionsand orders
Senate referred, and the House
inunicaltons were received fror
|
B. W. Hinkley, councillors
J ■ flieir acceptance of the offices c<
On motion ofMr. Hamlin of
Ordered, That the committer
• instructed to report a R ;s„lvo
Irmurer of State to procure a
of liquidating the claims
^^State, and expensed

nt ?" 01 Mr- Taber of \
Ordered, That the committee
| inquire into the expediency of r
«.peeling ll,. «4Md ’“0'f
report a new Biff.
uinK 011

In Convention of
iu
A^eabJy t„ assigl^t;«

^sembled in Convention
ihe^’rP°^ of qualifying^’

;■

i

The Councillors elect the
p-eduly qunliBed to enie
formance of t|,cir
||(|

-the Convention then sen
n House of Renre'
Reporlofeotnofufee^

Strick, Blake of Dearborn
triton of the House.
’
’«-Messrs. Robinson of Lin
nd Stewart ofthe Senateungton, Stiles, Fowler of Ln
and Ha„so'

■s and Canals—Messrs. Ran.
I Prince ofthe Senate—Dun"
oks of York, Adams of Union"
xmont, Atwood of Concord
the House.
f Bridges—Messrs. Fletcher
Meagan ofthe Senate-BuX’
1-11101111), Estes, Lewis, Rus.
sh and Smith ofNorway of j

alers—Messrs. Prince, Wood
of the Senaie-Thompson of
of Buxton, Boies, Hodsdon
th and Clark ofthe House. ’
(-Messrs. Emery, Lake and
J Senate—Sawyer, Ludwig,
Weeks of New Sharon, and :
House.
zre—Messrs. - Belcher, Smart
of the Senate—Holmes, Aver
!en of Oxford, Butler, McDaij.
nd Dana ofthe House.
tires — Messrs. Higgins, Woodrd ofthe Senate—Goodenow
, Cargill, Whipple, Harmon
he 1 Souse.
■ —Messrs. Mildram, Prince
the Senate—Holt, Ayer, Barjvvanlon, Gray, Lowell of Miin of the House.
— Messrs. Soule, Robinson of
pies ofthe Senate—Gardiner
Harding, Hamlin, Windham,’
iitefield and Duncan of the
Messrs. Osgood, Randall and
Senate—Underwood, Cook
of Bethel, Ingalls, Moulton
the House.
BmMwigs—Messrs. Dumont,
hippie ofthe Senate—GarceStaples, Lord of Lirnington,
nt, Steuben and Otis of the

Fisheries—Messrs. Lake, Ju
an of the Senate—Smith of
ts, Gray of Bowdoinham, Gar1, Masterman and Libby ofthe

Pensions—Messrs. Stewart,
ripple of the Senate—Hobbs,
ten of Kennebunk-port, Husst, Smith of Vinalhaven of the
and .Alteration of Counties—
, Belcher and Osgood of the
mry, Weeks of Clinton, Brack
et’ Eastport, Wilson of East
ien and Greeley ofthe House. '
try—Messrs. Robinson of Han*ene of the Senate—Paine of
ip of Brunswick and Smith of
House.
Mr. Paine of Sanford, Ordered,
e hold but one session each day
10o'clock, A. M. until othersented and referred.—Of G. W.
. and of Joseph B Whitney et
nine Companies of Militia, both
alteration of the Militia Law—of
>e set off from South Berwick to
idgewock Female Academy for
n Academy for aid, of John Sears
cademy—of W. M. Jordan for
ants of Baldwin for an amendistitution in relation to Judicial
ibitants of Trenton for the same
ofCape Elizabeth for same—of
Ison et als. in relation to the sealind measures—of Union TemperI' I Harrington et als of W. Wasephen Jenkins et «als. all praying
j in the License Law—of James
for the repeal of the small bill
ants of Salem for a new CountyPortland, for leave to diminish
jek—of City Bank, Portland, for
nail bills.
is presented from Phineas Higthe Legislature to remonstrate
fission into the Union of new
erate slavery within their limits,
le.
TUESDAY, JAN. 23.

Mr. Hubbard, Ordered, Thai
ie requested to lay before the
jrt of the Commissioners, appointesolve respecting the Territory
ofthe river St. Johns and St.
March 3d, 1832.
f Mr. Dunlap, Ordered, That the
lanks and Banking, be instructed
the expediency of appointing a
ee, whose duty it shall be to inmdition of the several incorpothis State.
’ Mr. Lowell of Minot, Ordered,
ritteeon Agriculture, be directed
the expediency of so altering tin
i bounty on wheat, a» that ten
j the minimum, on which a boon1, and that two dollars be allowten bushels and lour cents for
bushel.
¡(incurred in the order from tn«
0 to the indigent blind, and joined
/arne of Alfred, Sheldon, Goodeof Fastport, M Crillis of Belfast,
Bloomfield. [The Committee on
Senate consists of Messrs, Greene,
Dart.]
f Mr. Delesdernier, Ordered, 1 hat
of State be directed to lay before
;h information as may have been
s Department of.State, relating to
rest and imprisonment of n.A
Province of New Brunswick.
fMr. Goodenow, Ordered, J
r be directed to procure for the use
s ofthe House, one hundred con
stitution of this State and tbeW'
TMr. Frost of Bethel, Ordered,
Ltee be raised, consisting of o««
nty, with such as the Senate n)5
j into the expediency of passing
,g the legal voters of the se
ect their County Commissi^
eport by bill or otherwise,

7ml

Fox, Ordered, That th«
the Judiciary, be instructed u
rther legislation is necessary _
1S,lio„ of real estate owned
ch by the act of such corp
°ed lo bo personal estate, «4

; by bill or Otherwise.
csented and
[
ort, for an amendmentg«fXe„of1
ve to judicial offices-&eleci<
r the same—Selectmen of B
-Selectmen of Temp e, for
'
ir et als. for an alteration
¡
vate attachments—of Da 1 e
,
.1 ofthe small bill
„.d
s to be incorporated into
n introduced an order that asel«
three be appointed to ex
,o the Treasurer of State

number of inhabitants of Hollis under the act I

On motion of Mr. Codman of Portland,'

!—■

nrn tri d i n rr Fm* fhn «4 i a r* rta i t i
rr m o I
zsi* ■
E..R1
___ <
____________ •
providing
for the disposition and repayment
of the Util
bill entitled
an additional act
concerning
the Surplus Revenue, and ascertain if any mis- the pub]jc inoney apportioned to the State of
take has been made in the same and report by , Maine,
»”• •
was taken up, and several amend SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1838.
bill or otherwise.
ments,
offered by Mr. Codman, adopted.—
Mr. Paine of Sanford moved to amend by in
State Legislature,—The proceedings
serting the town of Corinna, and the order pass The bill as amended is as follows :
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate of 6ie House on Monday last were unimpored as amended, and Messrs Codman of Portland,
Carle of Hollis, and Hammon of Corinna were and House of Representatives m Legislature tant,—several orders were passed, and severappointed.
! assembled, Thul the several cities, towns, and ! peliti;ins an(i remonstrances presented and
On motion of Mr. Frost of Bethel, Ordered, I plantations in this State, are released and ex- ,
;
r
That a committee be raised of one from each i onerated from all obligation imposed on them re*eri®O’ on Tuesday, the two Houses, m
county with such as the Senate may join, to con by an act entitled an act providing for the Convention, made choice of Joseph Cargill,
sider the expediency of abolishing the Courts of
Common Pleas and substituting in lieu thereof a disposition and repayment ofthe public mon- (V. B.)—(the two constitutional candidates be— . de-'-Ij ing Jos. Cargill and Geo. Rogers, V. B.)—to
Court in each city and town in the State, with ' ey apportioned to thé State of Maine on
leave to report by bill or otherwise. Sent up for 1 posit, by the Government of the United
l^e vacancy in the Senate occasioned by
States, passed March eighth, in fthe year of
concurrence.
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and the death of Mr. Barnard of Lincoln. Mr.

Growing a story.—A drunken fellow, in ! Adv. at Portland, 30th, bark Horace,—(new,
Rutlege, on the eastern line of Chatauque co. 389 tons)—Foss, for New Orleans, soon.
At Ponce, 18th, brigs Ponce, of this port, for
N. Y. after getting his customary potation, a Mayagüez, unc.; Cadmus, of do. unc,
At Havana, 3d ult. brig Lion, Gillpatrjck, for
few days since, retired to the edge nf a piece
Boston,
of woods, stretched himself on a log and fell
Ar. at New York, 27th, brig Nimrod, Smith,
asleep. One of his children, a little girl» Key West.
SPOKEN.
went out and saw him thus situated, and a
December 14. no lat. &c. ship York, Larrabee,
little farther in the woods, a couple of squaws, 14 days from Cadiz for Havana.
who were making brooms and baskets. The
child ran home in a great, fright and told her
Wotice.
mother that the Indians had killed her father
S there are many of our subscribers who
have promised to pay in WOOD for their
—the mother sallied forth into the village and |
I papers, we would remind them that fifteen or
circulated the child’s report with sundry ad i twenty Cords; would at this time be very accepta
ditions, and the story passed from mouth ble.— We would also say to those who have
to mouth and increased in importance as it ; promised various kinds of Country Produce, that
i it is very much wanted.
went, until at last couriers were despatched Ìj As there are many of our patrons who are sev
to the neighboring towns, with the news that eral years in arrears, and appear to have forgotto call on us, or send the needful, we would
3000 Indians from Canada, had landed at the ;i ten
observe, that we cannot work without some commouth of Cattaraugus Cieek and were press- ;I pensation, and that unless they attend to settling
mg on, murdering and scalping every body I- their accounts, by cash or note, prior to the last
February next, they will be left with an Atin their way. The inhabitants of R.. and two !iI of
torney for collection. Such a course would be
or three neighboring villages were in the!' to us an unpleasant'one, and we sincerely hope
greatest alarm for about24 hours—guns and >¡there will be but few, if any, who will neglect lo
I call.
other arms were hunted up—powder and ball Ì. All who are indebted tor Advertising are reprovided, horses stood harnessed to ’wagons, ■' quested lo settle the same without delay.
such of our patrons as have been punctual
&c. &c. At last sorbe one traced the story in To
their payCnents, or have yearly paid us some
to its origin, and the hubbub ceased.
\ thing, we tender our sincere thanks, as through

A

thirty-seven ; to restore or pay over to the i C. bad 176 votes—scattering 4.—In the
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24.
Several papers concerning unfinished busi State the sums of money respectively depos ¡House, an order, granting permission to the
ness of the last session came from the Sen ited with them by virtue of said act, and they ¡Maine State Anti-Slavery Society, to occupy
are hereby authorized and empowered at
ate referred. The House concurred.
On motion of Mr. Hamlin of Hampden, i their annual meetings in the months Of M arch the Representatives’ Hall for a public ineetthe vote referring in concurrence a bill of;i and April, to distribute the same, “ per capi- ; ing on Wednesday evening, was presented.
the last session regulating the sale of brandy,\! tap among the inhabitants of such cities, ! A motion to lay it upon the table gave rise
&c. to the committee on Judiciary, was re towns, and plantations, or otherwise dispose j to a spirited debate,—Messrs. Appleton,
considered. The House nonconcur and re ofthe same as they shall see fit.
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That all acts i of Portland, Vose of Augusta, Kimball of
fer the bill to the committee on License law.
and
parts of acts inconsistent with the pro | Lebanon and Holmes of Winthrop opposed
Petitions presented and referred—Of Ira visions
of this act be and are hereby' repeal
Wadleigh et al.—of Nath’l Ingall et al.—for ed
; and this act shall take effect and be in the motion, and Messrs. Delesdernier, Cod
the repeal of the small bill law—of town of force
as soon as it shall be approved by the man uu.d Norton advocated its adoption. The
Phipsburg—of inhabitants of Northport—of
Governor.
question was taken by yeas and nays and the
Mr. Appleton then moved an amendment, ¡motion was adopted,90 to 66.—15 petitions,
meiidment oft[ie constitution relative to ju
out allaiter the enacting clause ami
them we are enabled to prosecute our business.
dicial tenure—of Arnold Blarney et al.—of striking
I praying for a repeal of the license laws, were
(L/^Our first page is entirely occupied with
JAMES K. REM1CH.
Wm. Chamberlain et al.—of Jesse Stevens et inserting a new bill. /X discussion arose out ¡presented. The House assigned Thursday,
of
this
proposition
which
was
conducted
by
Gazette Office, Kennebunk, )
al.—of’Jas. Cargill et al.—of William Ste
articles
that
were
put
in
type
for
the
inside
January 26. 1838.
|
phens etal.—of Henry Goddard et al.—of Messrs. Appleton, Goodenow' and Codman for the consideration of the .bill repealing the form of our last number, but were deferred in
“Small Bill Law.”-In the Senate, on Wednes
E. B. Stevens et al.—of John Chute et al.— till the House adjourned.
To '¿lie PtsMic.
of-------- Stanwood et al.—of O. S. Ha
day, “ Messrs. Soule, Jaques and Heagan, order to make room for the proceedings of the
SATURDAY, JAN. 27.
j
HERE AS false and malicious reports
State Legislature and the Governor’s address.
thorne et al.—^of Royal Lincoln et al.—of The question under consideration
j
with
such
as
the
House
may
join,
were
con
the |
| v v
have been industriously circulated
Charles Blanchard et al.—of Joshua Haskell House last adjourned, being the bill when
entitled an stituted a committee to éìiqdire what amount We regret that the necessity exists for lay | by certain individuals, that the subscribers,
et al.—ofLibbeus L. Stockwell et al.—all act additional to the act concerning the Surplus
ing so large a quantity of“ old news” before
praying for alteration or repeal of License Revenue, with the anféndment proposed by Mr. of business is now before the various commit our readers-—but if we seven-by-nines under , recently owners of Great Hill Fann, so call< ed, had in contemplation to deprive the pub
tees, and what time the Legislature may ad
Law—of J. Holmes for new county—of Apple ton, was taken up.
lic of taking sea weed from the Beach borYork Bank for alteration of its charter—of
Mr. Fox supported the amendment.
journ.”—In the House, the bill entitled “ an take to give a synopsis of all passing events, [ dering said farm, we deem it a duty we owe
The bill was then laid on the table.
Wm. White et al. for alteration of the law
—
in
times
like
these,
so
prolific
in
news
of
all
relative to the making of County roads—of A committee was appointed to receive from the additional Act concerning the public money sorts—we must occasionally make apologies j to ourselves and the public to state facts relStephen Emery et al. for the passage of an late Treasurer all, the property and papers in his apportioned to the State òf Mai,né,” was tak for publishing a number of deferred articles, j ative thereto—
i Now be it known that the farm has recentact regulating the sale of spirituous liquors — possession belonging to the State, and to deliver en up—several motions to amend were nega
thetn to James B. Cahoon, Treasurer of State
to the exclusion of miscellaneous selections. ly been sold and deeded to Benj. Wentof Joel Whitman for a new county.
tived,
and
the
bill
was
passed
to
e
third
read

current politicitl year.
When we get more mail routes from this i worth, Joseph Gooch, Nathan Wells and Jo
Mr. Paine of Hallowell from the commit forAthe
message was received from the Governor, ing—yeas 141—nays 26. The bill was then
seph Welles, Esq. with the following reserva
tee on contested elections, reported that Na transmitting the report of the inspectors of the
village to the interior towns in the county—
thaniel Hanscom is entitled to a seat in the State Prison, which on motion of Mr Prescott read (he third time, amended by the insertion more subscribers, more advertising patronage tion in the deed—“reserving to the in
habitants OF KENNEBUNK THE RIGHT OF TA
House from Dixmont ^district. The report wàs laid on the table, and 300 copies ordered to of,the words “ unincorporated plantations”
KING SEA WEED AS THEY HAVE HERETOFORE
was accepted.
be printed.
in the fourth line, and passed to be engrossed and more inoney, we shall give our readers enjoyed”—therefore we think it our duty to
On motion of Mr. Fox, the bill relating to the
a
larger
sheet
and
consequently
a
larger
quan

On motion of Mr. Garcelon of Harpswell,
as amended, 111 to 2.
give this public notice, lest at some future
Ordered, that a joint select committee be Surplus Revenue was again taken up.
We shall publish the proceedings of the tity of matter every week. The day is not, day it might fall into hands that might take
The debate was then resumed and continued
raised to receive and consider the claims for
until the hour of adjournment.
Legislature, on the above named days, more perhaps, far distant, when all these things will advantage ofthe right to hold it exclusively
bounty on wheat.
to their own use.
come to pass.
Mr. Tenny of Norridgewock, presented the
in detail next week.
WILLIAM LORD,
petition of VVm. Vance, for divorce, and, on
Flood al Montreal.—We are indebted to a
“ Beautiful.”—In the House of Repre
THOMAS LORD.
his motion, a committee, consisting of Messrs. gentleman from Montreal, for papers of that
Kentucky.—A resolution has been intro sentatives of this Slate, on Tuesday, Mr. Fox,
Kennebunk,
Feb.
1,
1838.
Tenney, Hamlin of Hampden, Boies, Cod place to the 23d ult. On Sunday morning duced into the Legislature of Kentucky, de
from
the
committee
on
finance,
introduced
a
man, Craig, Kimball, Vose* Paine of San last there was a flood in the city, higher than
PROSPECTUS.
ford, and Parris, was raised to take the sub has been before, known by the oldest inhabi claring that “ the People of Kentucky enter Rtisolve authorizing the Treasurer to procure
NEW SERIES OF THE
ject of the petition into consideration. [The tants. Someot the streets were covered with tain and clierish unabated confidence in the a loan not exceeding
TWO HUN
LITERARY OMNIBUS;
Senate concurred, and joined Messrs. Hain, waler to the depth of from two to eight feet. wisdom, purity and unbending integrity of her
Belcher, Woodman, Dumont, and Smart.]
Much damage was clone in the destruction of distinguished citizen, Henry Clay and pre DRED & SEVENTY THOUSAND DOL- Ftiroislimg' Books by Nlail I
LARSc^/nQ at a rate not exceeding 5 per
flour, grain, salt, &c.—and in the suburbs,
AT
THURSDAY, JAN. 25.
cattle. 'Phe steamboat Princess Victoria, senting his name to the people of the U. States cent, reimbursable after ten years.” The peo
JPostage f / /
On motion of Mr. Kimball, Ordered, That the and two other vessels received some damage. for the office of chief Magistrate ofthe nation, ple will begin to think by-and-by that our
Committee on Agriculture be directed to inquire into
The news of the capture of the schooner It further declares, that whilst the name of ¡State Administration was not changed too
ALDIE’S LITERARY OMNIBUS
the expediency ofallowing a lamiity on Indian Corn, at Amherstburgh. and also ofthe evacuation
Mr. Clay is dear to Kentucky and whilst they II soon.—The resolve was read a second time
has now been in existence twelve
25 bushels to be the minimum quantity for which boun
of
Navy
Island
had
reached
Montreal.
The
ty shall be paid, and allowing two cents for each addi
months, and has enjoyed during that period
Military chest ofthe Patriots was taken, con thus frankly avow their prefereiree for him, | and passed to be engrossed on Wednesday. a very extensive share of public favour. It
tional bushel
Ou motion of same, Ordered, That the same com taining seven hundred dollars in specie, and they “ are disposed to unite with the whigs J
has furnished for two dollars and a half re
mittee consider the_exped iency of regulating the sale five hundred in good bills.
The captors were in every portion of the Union, and give their j Snow fell at Albany, N. Y. on Saturday prints of London books which cost there over
of the Kuta Bag.a by weight, and allowing 65 pounds
night
last
to
the
depth
of
8
or
10
inches.
obliged
to
wade
breast
high
to.
board
her.
support to the individual who may be select
fifty-seven dollars ! in addition to a large
to the bushel.
Lount, the blacksmith, and one of Macken ed as most likely to carry out and maintain
Mr. Paine of Hallowell-from the committee on con
amount of literary matter, reviews of new
Mr.
Rives's
Bill.
—
Thé
Suh-treasury
Bill
it
tested elections, made a report favorable to the claim zie’s Cols, for whom a reward of £500 has
This is the right spirit—let is now thought will not pass even in the books, tales, and domestic and foreign news.
of John B. Swanton to a seat in the House, which been offered, has been captured by two hon our principles.”
The original proprietor, intending to de
was read and accepted.
est laboring men. He had been wandering the whigs throughout the Union cherish it Senate—Mr. Rives proposes a substitute. vote his time and attention to his other peri
On motion of Mr. flight, Ordered, That the Com
The
leading
features
of
his
Bill
are
these
:
—
in the woods since the 8th of December.
and their success is certain. The resolution
mittee o.i Agriculture be directed to consider, and re
the number of local deposit Banks is limited odical works, has disposed of his interest in
Boston Patriot.
port on the expedience of allowing a bounty on bar ley
concurs in the recommendation made by the to tvventy-five-rto be selected by the Secre the Omnibus to the present publisher, who
and ne, allowing 01 e dollar for the first twenty bush
will make no farther change in its general
els and 3 cents for each additional bushel, hot exceed
From-the West.—The Albany papers re whigs elsewhere, that a National Convention tary of the Treasury with the assent of the character than issuing it from another office,
ing one hundred.
Senate,—they are to pay all Treasury war
be
called
for
nominating
a
candidate
for
Pres

ceived
last
evening
give
us
extracts
Irorn
De

changing its name from “ Waldie’s” to
Mr. Lyman, from the committee on the small bill
rants and drafts in cash, and are to receive in and
law, Reported, That the bill for repeal of the same troit papers, received by way of Toronto, the ident of the United States.
Brown’s.”
payment
of
Government
dues
notes
of
spe

capital
of
Upper
Canada,
to
the
12th
ult.,
ought to pass. The bill having had two several read
Brown’s Literary Omnibus will be issu
cie paying Banks which they must place to
ings was, on motion of Mr. Hamlin of Hampden, laid our latest dales from that city by our own mail
The value of the real and personal estate the credit of the Treasury as cash. They ed every Friday morning, printed on excel
on the table and 300 copies of the same wore ordered
being to the 8th. They Contain two des
lo be printed.
of the State of New York, is set down by the are also to receive payment for Patents and lent paper of a large size. It will contain,
A message was received from the Senate informing patches from the illustrious Brigadier Gener
Books, the newest and best that can
for Public Lands and to give certificates for be 1.procured,
the House, that since the last adjournment, one of its al Th. J. Sutherland, of the Patriot Army oí official returns at six hundred and twentyequal every week to a London
members, the Hon. Lucius Barnard,. Sena’or from Upper Canada, to the equally illustrious Gen two millions—probably half its value.
The the same, whicli will he receivable at the duodecimo volume, embracing Novels, Trav
Lincoln County, had been suddenly removed by death, eral Rensselaer Van Rensselaer, Commander
Land Offices.—Portland Adv.
els, Memoirs, &c., and only chargeable with
amount of specie in all the Banks is a little
and that in consequence of this solemn event, that
in Chief of the Patriot forces of Upper Cana
newspaper postage.
board had adjourned until half past ten o’clock tomor
over
four
millions
I
A
fact
for
the
exclusive
The
New
York
Gazette
of
Monday
says
da,
together
with
three
braggadocio
prociarow morning.
2. Literary Reviews, Tales, Sketches, No
On motion of Mr. Hamlin of Hampden the House matious from Sutherland, addressed to his metallic currency men to think upon.
that letters were received yesterday from tices of Books, and information from the
then adjourned.
own troops—to the Patriot citizens of Upper
sources ofthe highest respectability, which world of letters of every description.
a recent Municipal election in the say that the sub-treasury bill now before the
Canada, and to the deluded supporters of
3. The news of the week, foreign and do
FRIDAY, JAN. 26.
British tyranny in Upper Qanada.
city of Middletown, Conn. Richard Hubbard, Senate will not even be taken up by that mestic.
Petitions presented and referred—Of Phineas
body 1 We have been in possession of infor
The first of these despatches is dated at
The price will be two dollars per annum to
Barnes et ais. relative to publication of returns Bois Blanc, Jan. 9, and aanounees the land Esq. a staunch whig was elected Mayor by a mation for some time, leading us to believe
of common schools—of inhabitants of Gray—of ing of this band of pirates on that island on majority of 18 over his Van Buren competi that no such bill can pass, the Senate, but we clubs of dve individuals. To clubs of tivo
individuals, two dollars and ahalf or five dol
Selectmen of Thorndike—of Selectmen of Jones
the morning of that day, and the hoisting of tor, and all the other whig candidates were were not prepared to suppose that locofoco- lars for the two. Single mail subscribers,
boro’—of Selectmen of Burlington—-of SelectThis city has hitherto been a Van ism would abandon its bantling altogether.
three dollars. Mail remittances to be post
men of Freedom, all praying for an amendment the tri colored flag there. The enemy’s lotee chosen.
Portland Adv.
paid.
of the constitution relative to bail—-of Alfred consisting of about 200 men, principally ne Buren stronghold and last spring gave 200
groes
and
Indians,
fled,
after
having
fired
a
Redington et als. lobe incorporated as the Ken
As the arrangements for this undertaking
HYMENEAL
nebec "flour Company—of James Bridge pt als. to few shots without effect. The narrative of majority for the Van Buren ticket.
are all completed, the proprietor asks from
be incorporated as the Maine Cotton Factory this important conquest of a barren island,
MARRIED—In Kennebunk port, on Thurs a generous public that consideration to
Company—of John Hastings et als. to be incor not exceeding 200 acres in extent, closes with
Mayor of Bangor.—An election for the day evening, 18th ult. by Rev Mr. Barron, Mr. which so diffusive a scheme of circulating
porated as the Augusta Manufacturing Compa- an assurance lo the Commander in Chief at
knowledge and amusement is entitled.
ny_^_of Wilton Temperance Society—of Wm. Knave’s Island, that be may rely on his very choice of Mayor, lo fill the vacancy occasion Sets Storer, to Miss Jane Curtis, both of K.
— On the evening of 16th ult. by Rev Mr. Eaton,
The first number of the JVew Series com
D, Dane—of Salva A. Freeman —of Noah Hoop speedy co-operation, and that as he is “ fight ed by the resignation of Mr. Kent, was held
Mr. Charles Day, of this town, to Miss Eliza menced on the fifth of January, 1838, from
er et als.—of Mary H. Warren et als,—of Sarah 1
ing not for power or for pecuniary objects, in Bangor on Saturday last. Only 683 votes Curtis of Kennebunk-port.
which period or from any future date new
Fork et als.—of G.VV, Rogers et als.—of Wm,
In Waterborough, Dec. 31st, Mr. John Down subscribers may commence.
King et als.—of Julia H. Appleton et als,—of but for the common cause of all mankind, the were thrown—315 6f which were for John
ing, 3d. of Kennebunk-port, to Miss Mary Rob
Simeon Perkins et als.—of David MeGreger et principles of free government, success will Wilkins (whig) and 368 for other individuals
^^Postmasters and agents for periodicals
erts of W.
als., all praying for repeal or alteration of license certainly attend” their arms.
—
a
considerable
portion
of
the
scattering
In Portland, by Rev. Mr. Lincoln, Mr. Daniel throughout the Union and Canada are re
The
second
despatch,
dated
at
Head
Quar

jaw—of Samuel Alley et als, that all Hay ship
quested to act as agents for the Omnibus, and
Mr. Wilkins Brown, to Miss Sophia L. Green.
ped in bundles shall be branded with the owners ters, Bois Blanc, Jan. 10, is not quite so res votes were thrown by whigs.
In Kennebunk-port, Mr. Josiah F. Talpey, to communicate with the proprietor.
name—of Levi Patch et als. that banks be re plendent. It announces the misiprtuijD of declines being considered a candidate at the
Miss Caroline Freeman, both of York.
(f^Editors of newspapers who receive
quired by law to pay their notes at all business the capture of their schooner, with Gen.
second trial.
In Kittery, James W. Dwire, Esq. to Miss Ab this number, by inserting the prospectus four
hours—of Nehemiah Leavittetals. for new coun Theller, Col. Dodge and Capt. Davis of the
igail Hayes.
times conspicuously, and forwarding a copy
ty.
Infantry, and Col. Brophey of the Engineers,
In Eliot, Mr. Samuel Grover, to Miss Mary A. to this office, will be entitled to a free ex
It is stated in a notice of the Associated
Remonstrance of John B. Barstow et als. awith
several
others,
not
exceeding
thirteen
in
Jolly.
Banks, that the American Bank has ceased to
change for twelve months,
gainst petition of J. Holmes for new county —
In Lebanon, Elder David H. Ford of Sanford,
of Daniel Dennett et als. against same were pre all, “ ah of whom were gentlemen of charac be a member of that Association, and the to Miss Alrnira' Clark of Dover ; Mr. Joel Good
Address, postpaid.
ter,
possessing
high
notions
of
honor
and
in

sented and referred.
WILLIAM BROWN.
hills are consequently no longer received at win of Lebanon, to Miss Elizabeth Hanscom of
tegrity,
”
&c.
The
schooner
with
ah
these
On motion of Mr. Smiley of Sidney,
the Suffolk Bank. It is said that the Di Great Falls; Mr. Aaron Downs, to Miss Maria No. 50 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
distinguished
officers
on
board,
bad
been
or

Ordered, That the committee on the Judicia
rectors have decided to wind up its busi Tuttle.
ry inquire into the expediency of providing by dered to take a station between the island ness. The American Bank has this day been
KeaiiaefeoiBli Social Library.
law that members of the Legislature shall re and the Canada shore, so that with the pieces
rglHE proprietors ofthe “ Kennebunk Soredeeming
at
their
counter,
in
current
bills,
OBITUARY
ceive pay for but 60 days attendance at any ses of artillery on board, she might prevent any
A cial‘ Library” are notified that their an
their
bills
of
a
less
denomination
than
five
sion.
attack upon the island in boats, but she unforDIED —In this town, on Saturday morning nual meeting for the choice of officers and
Several petitions and orders came from the. I innately ran loo near the shore, and was at- dollars.
We understand that the whole amount of last, Mr. Rufus Furbish, aged 40 years;—Wid the transaction of such other business as may
Senate referred, and the House concurred. Com
tacked _bv the
enemy, who had
ran nllSPfVP.il
away on bills ofthe American Bank represented to be ow Norman.
be deemed expedient, will be held at the
munications were received from William „Pone
I . ‘t ' .1
___
nil’ll I
In Kennebunk-port, 15th ult. Miss Almira, store of the Clerk, on the fifth day of Febru
and B. W. Hinkley, councillors elect, signifying the preceding day. 'Phe General observed in circulation is $260,000—the Associated
daughter of Capt James Perkins, aged 23years. ary next, being the first Monday in said
with
anxiety
the
exposed
condition
ot
his
their acceptance of the offices confided to them.
banks have in their bills $149,000, more than
In Lirnington, Mr. Simeon Strout, aged 72
vessel, but was without the means of afford one half of the whole amount, without any
On motion of Mr. Hamlin of Hampden,
month, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
years
Ordered, That the committee on Finance be ing her any relief.
D. REMICH, Clerk,
other security than is possessed by the pub
In
Newfield,
Mr.
Gideon
Straw,
aged
73
years.
» Our gallant little bark,” he says, “ ap lic.—Boston Merc. Jour.
instructed to report a Resolve authorizing the
Kennebunk, January 26,1838.
Mr. Josiah Towle, aged 30 years.
Treasurer of Stale to procure a loan for the pur peared fastly to near the enemy, and when
In Limington, Mr. George Moody, aged 75
¿^Persons having books belonging to the
pose of liquidating the claims of the Banks a- she had come within about 50 rods ot their |
[A memorial of the American Bank, prayyears.
gainst the State, and expenses of the year.
shore, they commenced a galling fire upon ; ing for Legislative investigation, was present In Portland, 25th ult. Henrietta T. only child Library are requested to return them this af’
On
’ • rw her with small arms, while her brave crew
ternoon.
„ , motion
. of Mr. Taber of Vassalboro,
, A;
ed in the Massachusetts House of Represen of Mr. Henry A. Jones, aged 6 years.
Saturday, Feb. 3, 1838.
tatives
on
Saturday
last,
and
was
referred
lo
__ • guns, tlwhich
madeMeld'en
tremendous
MAINE TEMPERANCE UNION.'
respecting the ojnpoand.ng of stray beasts and
To
’.” '
SHIP
NEWS.
: a joint select committee.
crashing among the houses at Malden.
opHE annual meeting of the Maine Temreport a new Bill,
KENNEBUNK, FEB. 3, 1838.
She finally. grounded,
and was taken pos- : The bills of the Kilby Bank, Boston, are
A perance Union will be held in the
In Convention of the two Houses.
_
'
‘
’
She
had
on
board
Baptist Meeting House at AUGUSTA, on
Agreeably to assignment, the two Houses , session of by the enemy.
refused at the Suffolk Bank.—The Com
sailed.
WEDNESDAY, the 7th day of February
¡assembled in Convention at half past 11 for three sixes and one nine pounder, with a
January 27—sch. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
îhe nurposeof qualifying the Councillorselect, small quantity of musketsand military slopes. mercial, Hancock and Fulton Banks, Boston,
next. It will be recollected that this society
31—-Barque Lawrens, Merrill, New Orleans.
recognizes as a fundamental principle, total
The Councillors elect then came in and ; The fate of the men was not known. I he are in a bad condition—but it is understood
MEMORANDA. '
Ar. at Saco,25th ult. sloop Harvard, Raynes, abstinence from all concern with intoxicating
were duly qualified to enter upon the per. Canadian account of this affair we had sev that the “ Associated Banks” will redeem
eral days ago. It stated the loss ofthe pi
Boston. Cid. 29th, ship Edmund Perkins,— j liquors, as an article of drink for themselves or
formance of their official duties.
(new_617 tons)—Perkins, New Orleans.
rates to be one killed, eight wounded, and their bills.]
others.”
The Convention then separated.
Cid. at St. Augustine, 6th, sch, Nile, Bell, of
eight prisoners, 400 stand of arms, and abun(f/^Other papers in the State are repectIn House of Representatives.
this
port,
for
Charleston.
.
Thomas
Bartlett,
jr.
Esq.
has
withdrawn
ftijlv requested to publish this notice.
Report of committee who had under con-! dance of ammunition.
Ar. at New Orleans, 17th ult. brig Swiss
y’
CHARLES A, STACKPOLE,
The
renowned
General Sutherland arrived from the “ Bangor Post” establishment, and
.sideration
Bond of
ClUVlclllULl the,communication
MW.VUiiniKiinvuuwu and
--------------- -----------------Blaisdell, hence.
Recording Secretary,
James B. Cahoon,
Treasurer
of
State
elect,
in
Detroit
after
these
exploits,
on
the
11th
At St. Jago de Cuba, 23d Dec, sch. Norway,
is succeeded by Mr. Wm. R. Smith, late one
_
7
.
i
I
I
1.____ 1
z. «T V'. r» v t
han
1
Dangor, Jan. 10, 1838,
came from the Sedate and was accepted in and it is to be hoped we may next hear of
Emery, unc.
of
the
proprietors
of
the
Augusta
“
Age.
”
S, Marshal.-i6.
Marshal.—ib,
concurrence.
him in the custody of the U. b,

W

za

Latest from France.—papers to the'
List of Letters
17 th and Havre to the 8th Dec. have been re
PROBATE
NOTICES
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk,
ceived in New York, both inclusive.
Maine, December 31, 1837,
The Journal intimates that there is a pros
[From the United States Magazine and Demo
H. GOULD has just recei ved an addi- At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
cratic Review.]
pect of hostilities between France and the re
in
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
• tional supply ofGOODS, consisting
■O FORDYCE BACHER, Miss Sarah
publics of Peru and Chili, growing out of the in part of the following :
THE BATTLE-FIELD.
Monday in January, in the year oj our Lord -O. P. Boothby,—John P. Cole, Samuel
wrongs sustained-at the hands of those gov
BY WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. Cousins, Miss Martha Ann W. Clarke, Miss
1400 yards Brown Sheetings ;
ernments by the French whaling ships on
WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said Court :
Once this soft turf, this rivulet’s sands,
200 lbs. Batting—first quality ;
Martha M. Cutts, Miss Hannah Chick, Miss
the
coast
of
South
America.
ON the petition of Sarah Clements, one Sarah Chick,—William Durrell,—Mrs. Ellen
Were trampled by a hurrying crowd,
2 pieces Blue Broadcloth ;
The
ferment
is
by
no
means
subsiding
in
And fiery hearts and armed hands,
of the heirs to the estate of Sarah H. Ferguson,—Mrs. Lucy Greenough, Miss
Inv. Green do.
1...........................
Hanover.—The King has not ventured to
Encountered in the battle crowd.
Chadbourn, late of South Berwick in said Sarah Goodwin.
1
Dahlia
do.
show himself at Gottingen, the inhabitants of
county, deceased, praying for a division of
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Cassimeres and Sattinetts ;
Ah ! never shall the land forget
which town refused to prepare a triumphal
the real estate of said deceased among all
Edmund Hill, Gideon Hanscom, Miss HulCotton
Flannel
; Tabby Velvet;
How gushed the life-blood of her brave—
arch for his reception. Moreover, they have
the
heirs
thereto
:
Bishop’s Lawn; Swiss Muslin ;
dah Hobbs,—Thacher Jones,—Eben D*
Gushed, warm with hope and valor yet,
broken the windows of such persons as were
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no Kimball, Miss Olive P. Kimball,—G. & I.
Scarlet Twill’d Flannel ;
Upon the soil they fought to save.
known to favor his projects. The dismissal
tice
thereof
to
the
heirs
of
said
deceased,
Bleached Cotton Diaper ; Linzey ;
Lord, William Lord & Co., Francis A. Lord,
of the professors has but increased the excite
Now all is calm and fresh and still,
and to all persons interested in said estate, John F. Lord, Ebenezer Littlefield, Jesse
Crash ; Blue Drilling ;
ment.
Alone the chirp of flitting bird,
by causing a copy of this order to be pub Larrabee, Thomas Low, Nath’l Littlefield,
Striped Shirting ;
And talk of children on the hill,
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Miss Mariam Littlefield, 2, Theodore Little
White and Colored Cambricks;
From Peru.—Extracts from a letter doted
And bell of wandering kine, are heard.
Kennebunk in said county, three weeks field,-E. Moody.
Calicoes ; Stay-lacings ;
Payta, Aug. 7, 1837:
successively, that they may appear at a
Factory Warp ; Cravats ;
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
No solemn host goes trailing by
“ Peru has been divided into two inde
Probate Court to be holden at South Berwick,
Samuel L. Osborn,—John Parsons, 2,—Jo
The black-mouthed gun and staggering
White Worsted Yarn ;
pendent
states,
North
and
South
Pein,
and
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
in
Febru

wain ;
Bik.
do.
do. :
siah P. Quimby,—William Ross, James W.
united with the Republic of Bolivia, under a
ary next, at ten ofthe clock in the forenoon, Roberts, J. K. Remich, Daniel Remich,—Miss
Men start not at the battle cry,
Blue mix’d do.
do. ;
federal government. Santa Cruz, President
Oh, be it never heard again !
and
she
w
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
Brown Linen ; Twist ;
Sally W. Ross, Mr. Si’orer, Merrill P. Simp
of Bolivia, is at the head ot it, entitled Pro
prayer of said petition should not be granted. son, Moses M. Smith, Timothy Smith, Wid
Italian Sewing Silk, &c. &c. &c.
Soon rested those who fought—but thou,
tector of the Confederation. He lias caused
Attest, Wm, Cutter Allen, Register.
—also—
ow Jane Stone, Miss Hannah A. Stone.
Who rnin<rlt» in the harder strife
a revision ofthe commercial laws, and a reRice ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Pork ; Beans ; A true copy—Attest,
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
For truths which men receive not now,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
duceil tariff of duties.
Tea ; Winter and Summer Oil; Paints, and
Rev. G. W. Wells, George Wise, Capt.
The warfare only ends with life.
January
6.
Callao, Heranchaco, and Payta are the Paint Oil ; Spirits Turpentine ; Window
Samuel White, Mrs. Alice Walker,—Mrs. Sa
only ports of entry for foreign vessels in 1 Glass ; Wood Saws and Frames—and many
A friendless warfare ! lingering long
50 Letters.
At a Court of Probate holden al Alfred, within rah P. Young.
Through weary day and weary year ;
North Peru.—JVew Bedford Mercury.
other articles not mentioned.
JAMES OSBORN, P.M.
and for, the County of York, on the first Mon- j
A wild and many weaponed throng
Kennebunk port, January 20, 1838.
day in January, in the year of our Lo rd
Hang on thy front and flank and rear.
Revolution at Bahia.— By a letter of Nov./
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the I
List ©f* Letters
18th,
from
Rio
Janeiro,
we
learn
that
on
the
Yet nerve thy spirit to the proof,
Hon.
h'M.
A.
HAYES,
Judgeoj
said
Court
:
Remaining
in the Post- Office, at KennebunkPURE
SPERM
OIL.
7th
of
that
month,
a
bloodless
revolution
took
And blench not at thy chosen lot;
N the petition of Hannah Hussey, ad-I
port, January 1, 1838,
The timid good may stand aloof,
place at Bahia, and that the people had de
ministratrix of the estate of George |
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
H
GALLONS Pure WinThe sage may frown—yet faint thou not 1
clared themselves independent.
ATHAN COOK,-Nath’l Dorman,.
ter Strained Sperm Oil. Hussey, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
Nor heed the shaft too surely cast,
deceased, representing that the personal es
Charles Day,—Oliver Freeman,—Eli-2000 gallons Bleached do.
The Emperor of Russia has committed the
The hissing, stinging bolt of scorn :
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay I sha S. Goodwin, Miss Elizabeth Greenougiv
500 “ Pure Fall do.
disgusting
atrocity
of
levying
six
hundred
of
For with thy side shall dwell, at last,
the just debts which he owed at the time of
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O.
500 “ Pure Summer do.
the fairest young women among the Polish
The victory of endurance born.
his death by the sum of one hundred and fif
peasantry, and taking them by force from . The subscriber having established a Facto ty dollars, and praying fora license to sell and I William H. Hutchins, Joseph Hutchins, jr.
Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise again ;
their families to be married to his soldiers in ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the convey so much ofthe real estate of said de ¡Joshua Herrick,—Jonas Kimball, Charles
The eternal years of God are her’s ;
the military farms at Wozneseusk ! The | article constantly for sale at the Factory in ceased as may be necessary for the payment Kimball, —Mrs. Phebe Lord,—Benjamin
But Error, wounded, writhes with pain,
women fled and resisted, but in vain ; they Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at of said debtsand incidental charges : and also Marble, Jesse March,—John Nason.
And dies among his worshippers.
P. Q, R. S. T. U. V. W.
were carried off'from their families, and their the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal to have her second account of administration
William Patten,—Mrs. Elizabeth A. Rob
male relations who aided their attempt to es to any manufactured in the United States.
Yea, though you lie upon the dust,
ofthe estate of said deceased allowed :
inson,— Samuel B. Smith, Benjamin C.
ALEX. H. LADD.
When those who helped thee flee in fear j cape, were flogged, or banished to Siberia !
ORDERED—That the petitioner give Sands, Miss Gyrene E. Stevens, Cleophus
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf.
Die full ofhope and manly trust,
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, I Smith,—Amos Taylor,—Miss Clara Williams,.
Like those who fell in battle here.
There were no less than five different as
and to all persons interested in said estate, by ! John F. Whitaker.
NEW GOODS,
saults, before the city of Constantine was takcausing a copy of this order to be published
Another hand thy sword shalljwield,
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
§1»; It was then sacked. The Duke de Ne
Another hand the standard wave,
ILLIAM LORD & Co. have just re in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenmours
commanded
the
principal
brigade
in
Till from the trumpet’s mouth is pealed
Letters
ceived an assortmeiit of New Goods,! iiebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
the assault. When the French got into the
The blast of triumph o’er thy grave !
sively, that they may appear at a Probate Remaining in the Post Office at North Ber
city they had to dislodge the Arabs from the> among them are —
wick, Me. Dec. 31, 1837.
Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Olive and Mix Court to be holden at South Berwick, in said
houses. The Arab loss is stated at 6000 !
county, on the first Monday in February
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
ed BROADCLOTHS;
FOREIGN NEWS
PHRAIM ALLEN, Edward F. Adams,
Mixed, Black, Blue, Drab, Slate, Striped next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Distressing intelligence—All the Mandan,
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
2,—Samuel Burbank,—David Clark,
Late from England.—By the arrival of Nation dead but fourteen men.— VVe have just and Plaid CASSIMERES ;
of said petitions should not be granted.
Elin Crurnit,—Caleb Ford, Caleb Ford, jr.,
Buckskins
;
Blue
and
Drab
Pilot
Cloth
;|
several packet ships at New York, from Liv- learned, by a gentleman from Washington,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
William L. Frost, Isaac Furbish,—Sophroerpool, London and Havre accounts have 0,1 whose authority we can implicitly rely, Petersham; Duffill Mohair Coating; Red,; A true copy,—Attest,
ny Giles, Daniel R. Goodwin.
j
White,
Green
and
Yellow
FLANNEL
5
Red
been received from England as late as the 1st ,bat
tbe P’lb»68. °i Hie Mandan nation are
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.
‘
I dead of Small Pox, but fourteen or fifteen i and Orange Spotted do. ; Plain and Striped
of December.
January 6.
Betsey Morrell, Iloratia Morrell, John J.
The commercial intelligence is of the most 1 men I The distemper is now raging to a SATTI NET ;
English, French and German MERINOS; At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with Meader, 2.
cheering nature. Cotton rose in the ten days frightful extent, among the Black. Feet and
Q. R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
Thibet Cloth ; Alpine, Goats Hair and
in and for the County of York, on the hrst
previous to the 24th November nearly one i Assineboines, and other tribes. It is even
Enoch R. T. Quimby,—Mary Rogers,—
Worsted
CAMLET
;
Vestings
;
Ginghams
;
Monday
in
January,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
1
stated
that
the
greater
part
ofthe
Assinepenny per pound, and.the advance was near-'
eighteen hundred, and thirty-eight, by the Lydia Peasely,— William Staple, William
Jy maintained at the latest dates. Ashes and i1 boines have also fallen Victims. The Man Calicoes ; Diaper ; Damask ; Brown, White
and
Black
LINEN
;
Linen
Plush
;
Tabby
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Smith,—Smith L. Vining,—Mary A. War
dan
nation
is
extinct
;
and
for
three
or
four
tar had likewise improved—turpentine was
ren, Harriet Woodsom, Josiah Watson.
and
Silk
VELVET;
Tailor
’
s
Trimmings;
Court :
i
days
more,
the
citizens
may
behold
the
por

dull.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
N the petition of Joseph Frost, adminis
A letter from a ship-master, dated Liver traits of the ch ieftains of that noble tribe— Lustring, Satin, Gauze and Velvet Ribbons ;
trator of the estate of John Dennett, late
pool, 24th November, states that freights were I' now all that is left of them—at Catlin’s Gal- Braids ; Carpet and Curtain Binding; Black
Silk ; Plain and Figured SATIN ; Brown
of Kittery, in said county, deceased, repre DR. A. G-’FENNERrgood, and every thing looked in a flourishing i lery, Stuyvesant Institute.—N. Y. Star.
Gro
de
Nap,
;
Bishop
Lawn
;
White,
Check

senting
that the personal estate of said de RESPECTFULLY tenders his services as
condition.
| Case of Kidnapping.—A case of considerPHYSICIAN & SURGEON, to the
The George Washington has brought out a ;■ able interest was tried Wednesday and ed, Corded and Colored CAM BRICKS ; Fig ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts ;
special messenger, with despatches for his ex- ■i Thursday in the Municipal Court, the cir ured, Mull and Book Muslin ; Bobbinet Lace; which he owed at the lime of his death by j inhabitants df Alfred and vicinity.
Office over Silas Derby’s Store.
cellency the British minister at Washington. | cumstances of which are briefly these. Hen Thread and Cotton Edgings; Footing ; Meri the sum of two thousand four hundred and
Lodging at Joseph Sayward’s, Esq.
The Pennsylvania arrived at Liverpool,! ry Bright, who was two years since a resi no and Highland SHAWLS ; Silk Flag, Bl’k twenty dollars and seventy-three cents, and
Dec. 30, 1837.
3m.
in 15 days from New York—the England in dent at Mobile, but who has since that time Silk, Bandanna, Fancy and Cotton HDKFS.; praying for a license to sell and convey so
Mixed, Slate and White Worsted ; Strainer much of the real estate of said deceased, as
16, and the V. States in 17.
lived in Cambridge, in this State, has had in
Commissioners5 Notice
The New York papers give copious details his family a little colored girl about five years Clo»th ; Eng. and Cotton Thread ; Spools ; may be necessary for the payment of said i
of foreign news—but we perceive nothing of old, the daughter of a favorite female slave Barage ; Warp Yarn Nos. 10 to 18 ; Comfort debts and incidental charges : and also to
hers have been appointed
the —Hon.
ers ; Grecian Boots ; Morocco Shoes ; Slip have his first account of administration on ...
. . ------ by
j --......
particular interest.
who died in Alabama. The mother on her
i Wm. A.^Hayes, Judge of Probate for the
Parliament was opened on the 20th No death-bed expressed a wish that Mrs. Bright pers ; Gloves; Buck Mittens ; Rose & Horse the estate of said deceased allowed :
County
of
York,
Commissioners
to
receive
Blankets ; Pins; Needles; Wicking ; Wadd
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no- i . . .................
vember, by the Queen in person.
would promise to keep the child with her al
examine the claims of the several credit
On the 13th of November in the House of ways, and take good care of her. Mr. Bright ing ; Batting; Cotton Flannel ; Brown and tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and i and
ors to the estate of
Commons, a motion was made and agreed to soon after removed to Massachusetts, with no Bleached Sheetings and Shirtings ; Drillings ; to all persons interested in said estate, by cans- ;
CALVIN R. HUBBARD, Esq.
ing a copy of this order to be published I
that a select committee be appointed to en design of returning to Mobile, and of course Ticking, &c. &e. &c.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken- : late of Sanford, in said County, deceased,
quire into the condition of the poorer classes brought the child with him, who has always
White, Brown and Loaf Sugar ; Molasses ; nebtink in said county, three weeks succes-1 represented insolvent—We, therefore, give
in the thickly peopled towns, with a view of been treated with the utmost kindness, and
forming some plan for the improvement of considered as one of the family. In Septem Pork ; Corn ; Flour; Old Hyson, Young Hy isively, that they may appear ata Probate J notice that six months are allowed from the
son, Fancy, Souchong and Skin TEAS ; Court to be holden al South Berwick, in ! first day of January instant, for said creditors
their education and their moral condition.
ber last the child suddenly disappeared ; hav
bring in and prove their claims, ami that
A riot occurred at Bradford in attempting ing been taken away, as it subsequently ap Cloves; Pepper; Pimento ; Cassia ; Starch ; ¡said county, on the first Monday in February ; to
to enforce the new poor law. The military peared, by the defendants, John and Sophia Chocolate ; Bar and Shaving SOAP ; Sal So I next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and ■ we wilf attend to said duty at the office of
j shew cause, if any they have, why the ; John T. Paine, Esquire, in Sanford, on the
were called out, and acted with great pro-' Robinson, coloured people.
Mr. Bright da ; Saleratus ; Ginger ; Nutmegs ; Salt Pe
dence ; the mob however closed upon them,' made every exertion to discover the place tre ; Cadiz and Sack Salt; Tobacco ; Coffee ; ' prayer of said petition should not be granted. last Monday ofthe present and the last Mon
days of the five following months, from one
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and they fired and killed twelve ol the rioters. w’hereYlmChilli was deposited, and called Cheese; Sperm, Sweet and Whale OIL;
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of said
A true copy—Attest,
Three cases of plague had occurred at O<
Cotton
;
Cask
and
Box
RAISINS
;
Pipes
;
In

upon ovy.viui
several V/1
ofthe
leading auuiiuuuiMS
abolitionists, ttUU
and
.
mt, iVdUHJi'
davs.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
dessa.—■The
■mi
’*” *town was •in great, consternation,
held conferences with them in relation to the digo ; Pails ; Corn Brooihs ; Floor and Hearth
January 6.
JOHN STORER, > ~
and the loading ofships had been suspended.7 I matter ; and finally gave a bond of five hun Brushes ; Entry and Chaise Mats ; Sole and
JOHN POWERS, $ Commissioners.
Thp death
dpatli of
nf Jerome
Jamma Bonaparte
Rnna r»n rfc. is menI
Upper
LEATHER
;
Knives
and
Forks
;
The
dred dollars, that the child should never be Shovels and Tongs ; Bellows ; Tea and Table,
Timber,
Sanford, January 5, 1838.
tioned in one of the London papers.
taken into a slaveholding State. But this
Y/W”ANTED by the subWe have received by the Mediator, files would not induce the defendants to give her Iron and Plated Spoons ; Iron ; Sheet Lead ;
Oward!san5s. Sale.
&c. &e. &c. &c.
’’
scriber, of the folof Paris papers to the 23d of November.
up. He then procured letters of guardian 4d to 50d Nails, &c.
Y virtue of a license from the Hon. Wm.
— ALSO —
lowing descriptions, viz :
New Governor of Canada.—It was reported ship, and winiiienced a civil action, laying Mockery
A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the
50 floor and rising timbers, 18 feet long, to
in London on the 1st of December, that Lord the damages at $1000 ; but this had no ef
be 15 inches deep on the keel and 13 inches County of York, I shall sell at Public Auc
All
of
which,
together
with
their
former
fect
in
procuring
the
restoration
of
thp
child,
Gosford was to be recalled, and that Sir John
are offered for sale cheap for cash or thick, to rise from 18 inches to a sharp rising. tion, at the dwelling house on the premises
Colbourne was to succeed him as the gover and, as a last resource, he laid the case before stock,
100 Naval Timbers, 13 feet long, 15 inch now occupied by Rufus Hatch, in Wells, in
barter.
norgeneral of the British provinces of Cana the Grand Jury, who found an indictment of
said Comity of York, on the sixth day of
es deep on the keel and 12 inches tliick.
Kennebunk,
Dec.
16,
1837.
kidnapping.
da.— N. Y. Com. Adv.
February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
100
Lower
Futtocks,
8
feet
long,
11
by
12
The evidence on the part of the defend
inches.
about one hundred acres of excellent LAND,
NOTICE.
Laterfrom England.—The British packet ants, principally went to show that their gen
50 Upper do. 7^ feet long, 11 bv 12 inches, well proportioned with Mowing, 'Tillage,
riHHIS
may
certify
that
I
have
relinquisheral
characters
were
good,
and
that
they
were
brig Velocity, Captain Healey, arrived at this
Pasture and Wood Land—it being a part'of
White Oak.
pin t yesterday from Halifax, bringing London not influenced by any evil motives, in the JL ed all claim to the services and earn
75 ions White Oak Timber, 18 feet long the homestead farm of Nathaniel Littlefield,
ings
of
my
son,
J
oseph
H
atch
,
a
minor,
un

conduct
which
they
had
adopted.
They
advices to the 7th. It appears that the Brit
and upwards, to square 9 inches and upwards. late of Wells, and now the property of Abi
ish Government have recalled both Lord were defended in a very able manner, by B. der the age of twenty-one years, and that he
Probably some smaller crooked Timbers gail Littlefield, a minor and heir of said Na
is
free
to
act
and
trade
for
himself,
and
that
I
R.
Curtis,
who
addressed
the
Jury
for
an
hour
Gosford the Governor General ofthe British I
thaniel.—Said land is bounded easterly by
would
be received.
do
not
hold
myself
responsible
for
any
debts
| and a half. Mr. Parker replied, in a speech
North
American Provinces,
and Sirt Francis
For all of which fair prices will be given. lands of Alvah Littlefield and Japhet Storer'
p
.......
.
•
I
or
contracts
of
his
making.
B. Head, the Lieut. Governor of Upper Can- of about three fluarters of an hour. The Juand westerly by lands of Mrs. Lydia Hatch
WILLIAM GOOCH.
JAMES HATCH.
ada. 'The grounds of these changes we do r-’ yester(lay, after a short consultation, reand mthers.
Wells, Dec. 27, 1837.
Wells, Dec. 1, 1837.
not find stated. Lieut. Governor Head is to i turned a verdict of guilty.
Conditions liberal,’and made to suit pur-,
The punishment, by the statute, is impris
be succeeded by Col. Sir George Arthur.
Wotice.
chasers, and good security will lie required,
onment
in
the
County
jail
and
a
fine
not
less
The Maitland and Banoza transports, from
Pig* Wanted
"pkTOTICE is hereby given, that by deed of
JOHN STORER, Guardian to
London, were under orders to Convey the 93d than«$1000, or confinement in the State pris
-LN this date, 1 have relinquished and dis
said Abigail Littlefield,
on
at
hard
labor,
for
a
term
not
exceeding
regiment from Cork to Halifax.
"OfANTED, immediately, a barrow PIG, charged all claim which I have upon my
Sanford, January 1, 1838.
ten years. It is in the power of the prisoners 7 ’
weighing from forty to one hundred daughter Rosa Estes during her minority —
London was visited by one of its’ peculiar to appeal.—Boston Mercantile Journal.
pounds.—Enquire of the Printer.
hereby authorizing her to make her own
Motice.
fogs on the 2d of December, which continu
Kennebunk, Jan. 4, 1838.
contracts, to receive pay for her services, and
HEREBY give to my son, James A.
ed from 7 A. M. to 1 P. M. The street lamps
The
prisoners
produced
the
child
at
the
give receipts therefor, and to do- all things as
Cook, his time tijl he arrives to the ag^
were lighted, notwithstanding which the ob
Court in Boston, on Friday, last
effectually as though she was of full age,
of twenty one years, and I agree to lay no
ITMiTOJTS
scurity was so great, that vehicles ran against Municipal
week. It was found among the colored peo
without reference to me.
claim to his future earnings, he being at Jib^
each other, and pedestrians were sorely puz ple in New Bedford, and was in good health.
erty to trade and manage for himself. ° And 1
JOTHAM ESTES.
zled to grope their way. Among other acci
child was restored to Mr. and Mrs.
Kennebunk, Dec. 25, 1837.
[Price reduced to 25 cents.}
hereby give notice that I shall pay no debts o{
dents, a stage coach went bang into the shop The
his contracting after this date.
HE character of this celebrated Oint
window of Mr. Hoby, the famous boot-ma Bright, and the Court directed the officers
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
.NOTICE.
GIDEON COOK.
ker, demolishing forty squares of glass. The attending, to see that the child was conduct
home in safety. Robinson and his wife
npHE subscriber having contracted with
Sanford, Dec. 26, 1837.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
coaches leaving town were compelled to have ed
were
then
sentenced
to
pay
a
fine
of
$200
A
the
town
of
Kennebunk,
to
support
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
persons at the horses’ heads leading them.
Woiice.
The omnibusses were forced to stop running. and the costs of prosecution, to the use ofthe pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar the poor of said town for one year, hereby /^AMEinto the enclosure of the subscrv»
Commonwealth,
and
to
be
imprisoned
in
the
gives notice, that be has made suitable pro
Several accidents of a serious nature occur Common Jail for the space of four months. ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
her, in November last, a young1
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
red. One man was killed by a phaeton run
EEP, with a crop from the right ear and
ning against him, the horse having been From this sentence they appealed to the Su which are so eminently useful for removing j sons harboring or trusting any ofthe Paupers ; aSH
of said town on his account or on account of slit in the same. The owner is requested
frightened. The thieves and pickpockets preme Judicial Court.—Portland Advertiser. all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
the town, as he will pay no bill for their to prove property, pay charges and take hex'
took large advantage ofthe fog. It extend
Cl?3At a late meeting ofthe Georgia An Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by support.
away.
LEMUEL MILLER, Jun.
ed over a large circuit.—Boston Daily Adv.
BURLEIGH
S
M
A
RT,
Kennebunk,
nual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Kennebunk-port, January 7, 1838.
ABEL M. BRYANT.
ENOCH
GOODALE,
Saco.
Church, it was voted that Slavery, as it exists
Wholesale by
W.C. MITCHELL. Portland,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
From England.—The packet ship Welling in the United States, is not a moral evil, but a and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
latent Rotary
ton has arrived at New York, bringing Lon civil and domestic institution, with which, as | Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, .1. P.
Goshen
Cheese.
^tove.
don papers to Dec. 10. They ffirnish no Ministers of the Gospel, they have nothing to I■ Hall and others. Druggists in Boston, and all orders
OUR of the above Stoves are offered for
of « superior quality 1
news of importance. It was again reported do, except to impart to the slave and his mas to beaddressed to L. Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Mass. aüa
sale by the subscriber. These stoves,
just received from New
that Sir John Colborne was to be the suc ter the benign influences of the religion of
York and for sale by
for all the purposes of cooking, saving of la
/Leather Preservative,
cessor to Lord Gosford in Canada, and that Christ.
bor and fuel, are surpassed by none in exist
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
his instructions had been sentout. Sir Fran
Dec. 16, 1837.
ence. For further particulars inquire of Dr.
The town of Schlosser, is on the American ipATRIDGE’S Leather Preservative for
cis Bond Head’s recall is said to have been
rendering Boots and Shoes impervious ITyiSTORY OF KENNEBUNK-PORT Smart or Mr. William Hackett of this place,
ordered at his own request, the salary not be side, which is nearly opposite Chippewa, 1
PORTER HALL.
with
Navy
Island
lying
m
’
ing deemed sufficient by him for the mainte
early between the , water, while it softens and improves thei JOL
bv Bartholo
RmMinlo-
---- _ from its first discovery by
Kennebunk, Dec. 13, 1837.
I leather.
An excellent article, also, for! mew Gospold, May 14, 1602, to A. D. 1837.
nance of the dignity of the station. Col. Ar two places.
Chaise tops, Harnesses, &c. &c. '
thur was to sail for New York Dec. 16.
By Charles Bradbury. Just published and
The Portland Advertiser states that no I
r or fsale by
ELLS’ PASTE BLACKING—believed
For
D. REMICH.
Boston Daily Adv.
for sale by
D. REMICH, |
case of the small pox now exists in that city. I Dec. 2.
to be the best article of the kind in the
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1837,
)
market.
For sale by
D. REMICH,
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animal magi
Animal Magnetism is

¿wtinnon all sides tha

M readers might like to
of what has already been

10 it: this is its history.
German physician, by the

I

m

V tbis. be launched out into
: nelism. He considered

.

tore almost ethenal, and

tenuity, of filling, even
pores, every part ofthe
ready pre-occupied by gr

regarded it as the primary
and sensation ;—he deem
to be capable of receivin,
lalingit;and oftransmitli
from one to another, with

of any sort of connect!
that, by means of it, wond<
be wrought. Nevertheh

that it required some pec
tuiion to receive its
were persons over whom i

no power.
Mesmer could not m:u
upon this matter ; so he
and reached Paris at the v

O

city was maddest for new
sort. He gave out that

number of diseases by ap
to the body, or by ex ci

bodies where it already
dormant. He gathered i
apparatus of charlatanism
inaction, and sometimei

accompanied with the

sound as an exciter or co
magnetic virtue. He pl

around a sort of chest, a
moveable as readily to be
every part of the human I
them take a chain in theii
pawed them, or figured

Ì

pointed at them ; thus pi
species of effect as pointii

duces upon a person who
led.
These manoeuvres bro

I
i

ordinary results. Some
ed, some, shrieked, soi
some convulsed ; but wl
all, some were actually ci

i
f
i
|

cures by the queer contoi
doctors with their mysti
ties, and shouts, are ’
same principle. We re

to the scrutiny of Mr.

B

(

ever might have been th
effect there was no room
Mesmer made a vast

doctors were deserted.
was brought’ under

’

the

i

government. A remoi
the appiointment of eight

|

examine the subject ; tl
among whom were fiv
academy of science, B
Beoy, Lavoisier, and ou

:

The results of their
published at the time ii
which was attributed t

i

mer was indignant at the
been taken in appoi

j

and would riot personally
A pupil of his, howeve

’

wry facility. They fo
promised were actually
found even that haemorrl
*nd the stomach, in som
ibe process. But th

j
■

i

fljeans of the
fnagn<
electrometer, that no pro
electricity was actually
Atfe »as,” says,l,e

i

Cf|,llll!e operation upoi

,
I

vn (hey, ns bysl
any way whatever.” I
«’""lime,(hat the
Afeled, »ere gP„„a||y

«omen. The
hftnselves to be ,„a„r

!" .J’'0'«’ Wmlucing
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